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Abstract 

Recent archaeological and paleoenvironmental studies have questioned the degree and 
uniformity of woodland decline during Iceland’s settlement years (Dugmore et al., 
2006; Lawson et al., 2007; Smith, 1995). Not only does deforestation seem to be a 
more temporally and geographically nuanced process than previously believed but 
archaeological and legal studies point towards active woodland management systems 
during the settlement and Commonwealth periods in Iceland (Church et al., 2007; 
Dugmore et al., 2007; Lawson et al., 2007; Simpson et al., 2001; Vickers et al., 
2011). The complexity of this evidence is generally ignored in the literary realm, 
where literary scholars (if they look at woodland at all) identify descriptions of native 
Icelandic woodland in the Íslendingasögur as a ‘Golden Age’ trope or literary device 
(Abram, 2015; Clunies Ross, 1994; Wyatt 2001). With phenomenological theory as a 
framework for landscape, culture, and body interactions, this dissertation explores the 
use of wood and the presentation of woodland in two Íslendingasögur, Grettis saga 
and Eyrbyggja saga. The type of wood to which the various characters have access, as 
well as the uses to which they put this resource, carry heavy implications for the 
corporeal, social, and geographic identities of these characters. Contrary to the idea of 
forest (or lack of it) as static backdrop, the roles of wood and woodland in the selected 
Íslendingasögur illustrate continuing, albeit controlled, political and personal 
relationships with an important raw material.  
 

 
 
 

Ágrip 
 
Undanfarnar fornleifarannsóknir og rannsóknir á fornum umhverfisbreytingum hafa 
lagt í vafa stærðargráðu og einsleitni skógareyðingar á landnámsárum Íslands 
(Dugmore et al., 2006; Lawson et al., 2007; Smith, 1995). Svo virðist vera að 
skógareyðing hafi ekki eingöngu verið ójöfn hvað varðar tímabil og svæði,  heldur 
hafa fornleifa- og lagarannsóknir sýnt að virkt umsjónarkerfi með skógum hafi verið 
til staðar á landnámsöld (Church et al., 2007; Dugmore et al., 2007; Lawson et al., 
2007; Simpson et al., 2001; Vickers et al., 2011). Í bókmenntafræðum hefur að mestu 
leyti verið litið framhjá þessari ójöfnu skógareyðingu. Bókmenntafræðingar líta á 
lýsingar á skógum Íslands í Íslendingasögum, ef þær eru skoðaðar yfirhöfuð, sem 
birtingarmynd fornar paradísar eða verkfæri fyrir framvindu sögunnar. (Abram, 2015; 
Clunies Ross, 1994; Wyatt 2001). Þessi ritgerð skoðar birtingarmynd skilnings á 
notkun viðs í tveimur íslendingasögum, Grettis og Eyrabyggja sögu, ásamt lýsingum á 
skógum og skógarsvæðum með fyrirbærafræði að grundvelli. Sú tegund viðs sem 
persónur sagnanna hafa aðgang að og hvernig þær auðlindir eru nýttar spilar 
mikilvægan þátt í líkamlegri, félagslegri og landfræðilegri túlkun þeirra. Hlutverk viðs 
og skógar í ofangreindum Íslendingasögum sýna viðvarandi pólitísk og persónuleg 
sambönd við mikilvæga auðlind, þvert á þá hugmynd að skógur sé hlutlaus 
bakgrunnur. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ultimately, literature is nothing but carpentry. With both you are working with reality, 
a material just as hard as wood. 

 
- Gabriel García Márquez 
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Conway 1 

Introduction 

From an archaeological and environmental standpoint, Iceland represents an 

“island laboratory,” an ecosystem in which it is possible trace the impact of human 

settlement on a previously undisturbed land (Lawson et al., 2009b). Unlike many other 

island colonization events, Iceland’s initial settlement occurred fairly close to (arguably, 

within) a literate culture (Mooney 6; Clunies Ross (ed.), 403-404). These early resource 

interactions are chronicled in archaeological data as well as literary sources. Iceland 

bears a rich medieval literary corpus, some of the most famous works being the 

Íslendingasögur, also known as the Sagas of the Icelanders or “family sagas” (Clunies 

Ross 29). These sagas take place during Iceland’s settlement years, and chronicle events 

up to or slightly after the time of its conversion to Christianity, or from the late ninth to 

the early eleventh centuries (Clunies Ross 29). In a seemingly objective narrative tone, 

they mostly tell of “Icelandic families at home on their farms interacting with their 

fellow Icelanders” (Clunies Ross 73, 90). These “Icelandic families at home” had 

distinct and reoccurring interactions with native Icelandic woodland and the various 

wood resources available on the island. Íslendingasögur may then provide a record of 

the realization of and reaction to resource stress in a new environment. More 

specifically, a literary study of wood and woodland as it appears in the Íslendingasögur 

offers a platform to look at human-resource interactions – even the influence of these 

interactions on conceptions of the body, society, and landscape.  

Given the distant tone of the Íslendingasögur, these sagas have at times been 

taken as a realistic depiction of events, though, at other times, they are taken as 

intricately developed fictions. Such debates appear in Sigurður Nordal’s book 

Hrafnkatla, in which the Íslendingasögur, but specifically Hrafnkels saga Freysgoða, 

are categorized as impressively written and composed fictional narratives (1940). In 

many archaeological excavations, however, saga descriptions have been taken as purely 

historical (Orri Vésteinsson and Adolf Friðriksson 2003). Recent criticism moves away 

from questioning the “fact/fiction” of such sagas and closer towards a recognition of the 

complex ways that historical events, people, and landscapes are remembered and 

recorded in literary corpuses. Literary studies now tend to stress the processes of 

cultural, historical, and political memory that cloud the potentially historical depictions 

present in the sagas (Callow 2006, Glauser 2007, Hermann 2010). Whether the sagas 
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are more enlightening in regard to the events they depict or the time period in which 

they were written down, these depictions nonetheless provide information regarding the 

nature of human-environment and human-resource interactions during this time period. 

However, these later depictions of events provide some of the only means of exploring 

the social, political, and geographic navigations of settlers amidst a new landscape, as 

there is a general lack of contemporary written sources during the settlement period in 

Iceland.  

Though possibly written in later periods, Íslendingasögur contain a wealth of 

information regarding wood and woodland interactions in Iceland during its settlement 

and Commonwealth periods. Wood was not only an important resource during the 

settlement and Commonwealth years in Iceland, its remains are now an important 

means of accessing past social and political frameworks. Though wood’s remains in the 

archaeological record are limited and have often been overlooked in favor of more 

durable materials, recent studies have pointed to the importance of studying this scarce 

resource, thereby enlightening studies concerning past resource stress, past landscape 

interactions, and past social relations (Mooney 2013). In his study of trees in Anglo-

Saxon religions, Michael Bintley notes their tendency to symbolize “life, death, and 

rebirth” (17). Though often unnoticed, trees and their raw material were integral parts of 

ritual and domestic lives, and could remind its users of the continuing process of 

growth, fatality, and regrowth.1  

Christopher Tilley, an archaeologist and proponent of phenomenological theory, 

writes, identity, “may be regarded as a scarce resource requiring careful cultivation and 

manipulation of material symbols to maintain it” (15). Not only are the two elements, 

identity and wood, synonymous in their continuous use and shaping, they can be read 

off of and through one another. Studying wood and woodland highlights the tenuous 

and temporally sensitive aspects of identity-forming processes, as well as the tendency 

of landscape and perceptions of it to change over time. Archaeologist Oscar Aldred 

argues in his doctoral dissertation that considering movement of both body and 

experience is key to “actualizing of the potentiality of the past” (2014: 183). The 
                                                
1 Though not treated at length in this dissertation, the archaeological remains and implications of boat 
burials are worth exploring in light of this connection between	  trees, rebirth, and geographical navigation. 
“Journey to the Dead. The Litlu-Núpar boat burial” by Howell M. Roberts contains more information 
regarding this practice.  
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complex relationships with native woodland and wood as resource reflect the tendency 

of landscape to change. Archaeology often focuses on durable elements that do not 

decay, yet looking at woodland, especially in conjunction with literature, presents a way 

of understanding the ‘potentiality’ and varying nature of past landscape interactions.   

In the first chapter, I will discuss phenomenological theory and the ways it can 

be applied to a literary study of the Íslendingasögur. Exploring interactions between 

landscape, identity, and body allows wood and woodland to both inform and be 

informed by geographical, social, and corporeal navigations, namely those by characters 

in the sagas. With the idea that forests and their raw material reflect bodily and social 

conceptions of self, I will show, in the second chapter, how these identity-forming 

interactions with landscape enlighten case studies of wooden tools in Grettis saga and 

Eyrbyggja saga. By exploring occurrences of the wooden leg and unworked wooden 

weapons, I will argue that wood resources act as reminders of social, legal, and 

geographic boundaries, as well as provide a means of navigating through new spaces.  

The third chapter will treat the history of literary criticism of the native Icelandic 

forest, a history that mostly includes the so-called ‘narrative of decline’ or forest as 

‘Golden Age’ trope. Ultimately, such narratives ignore the continuing material and 

symbolic functions wood and woodland played in daily and ritual lives, even as the 

trees may have dwindled. In transferring a simplified paleoenvironmental model of 

deforestation, these narratives overlook the temporally and geographically complex 

deforestation process as well as evidence for woodland management systems. In the 

fourth chapter, I move from the shaky transfer of paleoenvironmental information to the 

sphere of literary criticism to a discussion of the precautions that must be taken when 

drawing data from other disciplines. This section will address ways in which 

paleoenvironmental, literary, archaeological, and legal studies have been used to expand 

upon one another, both with and without success.  

Finally, in the last chapter, I will look to paleoenvironmental and archaeological 

studies for evidence of woodland management systems. Just as wood and woodland 

access carries social and political implications for characters in the Íslendingasögur, so 

too does archaeological evidence for woodland access indicate social status of certain 

settlement-era farmsteads. Examinations of the late tenth to early eleventh century 

remains at Hofstaðir, late ninth to early eleventh century remains at Sveigakot, and 
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tenth to thirteenth century remains at Vatnsfjörður  have been particularly enlightening 

when considering the relationship between woodland access and social status (Mooney 

2013, Orri Vésteinsson and Ian Simpson 2004: p. 182). This archaeological data will 

highlight the reductive nature of focusing on deforestation rather than continued 

interactions with wood and woodland. In addition to highlighting the important and 

dynamic role of native Icelandic woodland in the Íslendingasögur, I hope to present 

ways in which various studies can successfully inform one another with respect to the 

individual intricacies of each discipline.  
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Chapter 1. Phenomenology: Landscape, Literature, and Identity 

Phenomenological theory involves an understanding of the ways in which 

landscapes “biographically become sensuously embodied in a multitude of ways” 

(Tilley 8). “Biographically” here implies that personal, political, and historical 

circumstances affect the ways in which landscape becomes folded into conceptions of 

the body. In her article “Time and Landscape,” anthropologist Barbara Bender argues 

for landscape as “always in the process of being shaped and reshaped” (2002: 103). 

Rather than static backdrop, Bender asserts that landscape is always interpreted, and, 

requisite to this constant process of interpretation, is not static. Christopher Tilley 

follows a similar logic, identifying such interpreting processes as reflections of 

“differing social and political agendas, forms of social memory” (8). Different social 

and political agendas and different social memories necessitate different interpretations 

of land, and, in that regard, landscapes that are meaningfully different and reflective of 

individual interpretation.  

Perceptions, uses, and roles of wood and woodland changed and are 

continuously changing over time. The political nature of landscape interpretation 

contributes to the conception of Icelandic native woodland as a part of identity-forming 

processes. The allocation of wood resources is an inherently political process, and the 

type of wood to which an individual had access may reflect the amount of sway and 

power that an individual possessed. However, the amount and type of woodland to 

which an individual had access also influences the amount of sway and power 

possessed by said individual. Phenomenological theory recognizes this two-way 

interaction system. Not only do political and social conditions influence interpretations 

of landscape, landscape also influences social and political conditions.  

In his book Trees and Timber in the Anglo-Saxon World, Michael Bintley notes 

crucial ways that wood, in particular, impacts conceptions of body, as “it is not an inert 

substrate onto which human culture is imposed, and the choice of tree species, tree, and 

branch will affect the craftsman at every stage of production” (5). Type of wood, and 

changes in this wood over time, surely impacted the various aspects of a craftsman’s 

life. His conscious decision to use a certain piece of wood, or even a wooden tool, 

reflects and embodies his identity in some way. However, the unique challenges and 

experiences of using these tools also affect the ways in which he interprets his role in 
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geographical and social spheres. After walking in Grettir’s footsteps for their 

exploration of landscape in Grettis saga, literary critics Gillian R. Overing and Marijane 

Osborn acknowledge, “We map our world, our spaces and places, with our bodies, even 

as our body is inscribed by them” (45). The various interactions between landscape, 

landscape elements, and human identity have complex webs of influence, which may 

not be easily traceable. Danger of being reductive lies in looking to landscape and 

material interpretations as windows into past social and political atmospheres without 

acknowledging this two-way interaction system, as well as the nature of individual 

experiences with places and things.  

Archaeologist Oscar Aldred sees considering movement, especially across 

landscape, in all disciplines, as a proper means of addressing this danger. 

Oversimplification can be avoided by understanding the relationship “between bodies 

and materials through the encounter is the key to avoiding simple, reductive 

interpretations” (2014: 6). Such reductive interpretations often ignore the changing 

nature of landscape, as well as the dynamic nature of interactions with such a landscape. 

Aldred argues, “greater attentiveness to movement can help to re-think landscape 

change because it situates the study of past landscape in a dynamic, inter-connected 

context” (2014: 26). Movement becomes an especially crucial feature of landscape and 

identity formation in that it stresses how perception of landscape and formation of 

identity both change over time, based on the varying political and social concerns 

unique to individuals, cultures, and countries (Aldred 2014). At the same time, such 

movement also stresses the continuing material engagements, the ways that such 

encounters involve a complex, actual, and embodied experiences.  

Tim Ingold, another key figure in phenomenological theory and its application, 

also stresses the importance of action in anthropological considerations. He cites cutting 

a piece of wood as a means of accessing more thorough approaches to anthropology, in 

that the action “rhythmically couples action and perception along paths of movement” 

(16). Ingold’s theory relies on a notion of fluid boundaries, in terms of interpreting both 

mind and body amidst the material world (Ingold 16). Like Aldred, Ingold finds 

movement the aptest means of tapping into the processes implicit in formulating body 

and its place in landscape, especially while such a landscape undergoes continuous 

processes of change. While the landscape and its elements are interpreted, these 
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landscapes and the lens through which they are interpreted are changing due to 

environmental, social, and political factors.  

Studying past vegetation provides one means of acknowledging the changing 

nature of landscape. Tilley and Bender have paid particular attention to the ecological 

aspect of environments, a facet oft ignored in favor of more resilient materials such as 

metal and stone, or materials more common in the archaeological record. Tilley holds 

that “ecology and mythology are thoroughly intertwined” (20). His specificity is worthy 

of note – rather than “geology” or “archaeology,” he directs attention toward the 

organic elements. As socially constructed and re-interpreted entity, mythology, just like 

ecology, becomes a living part of culture and politics, even after its subjects have 

decayed. Woodland and wooden objects act in a similar fashion, constantly reworked, 

reappearing, and returning throughout the various texts.  

Michael Bintley also notes the tendency of Anglo-Saxon studies to privilege 

“durable materials” at the expense of “wood and timber that would have been far more 

familiar” in daily lives (3). Such a focus on durable materials often overlooks the role of 

fluctuating elements in the religious and symbolic spheres. Current studies of 

Stonehenge highlight the academic impact of privileging durable materials over organic 

ones. Bender directs her attention to more ephemeral entities, namely in her exploration 

of emerging evidence regarding Woodhenge, the lesser-known ancestor (and possible 

contemporary) of the famous Stonehenge (Bender 1998). Movements in the 

archaeological field have allowed for a more thorough recognition of wooden 

structures, namely through identifying postholes and soil micromorphological analysis, 

a process by which elements of soil are examined at the microscopic level. The 

examinations of pollen cores, also called “palynology,” permits an understanding of the 

floral patterns of growth, as it uses the presence of certain pollen residue in core 

samples to indicate the presence of a certain type of plant in past vegetation cover. 

These studies have not only informed the understanding of past agricultural practices, 

they also reassert the degree to which vegetation change and organic elements have 

been ignored or oversimplified in the archaeological and paleoenvironmental records 

(Bender 2007: 44).  

Vegetation offers a useful tool through which to assert this tendency to interpret 

and re-interpret elements of landscape. After studying hundreds of pollen samples from 
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the Leskernick archaeological site, archaeologist and phenomenologist Bender notes 

“Although most people recognize the palimpsest of moorland activities, they (both 

archaeologists and visitors) often find it hard to imagine that vegetation has ever 

changed” (2007: 44). Her studies of pollen samples record the extent of vegetation 

changes over time, even showing how such pollen samples record and explain 

agricultural developments and abandonments over time. She finds that vegetation 

timelines, while often overlooked, offer a window into the agricultural practices of 

peoples, practices that underlie the process and importance of landscape in the daily 

lives of the people who inhabited, worked in, and lived by means of them (Bender 

2007).  

In this dissertation, I will address the incorporation of wood as resource in 

selected Íslendingasögur, as both divergent from and included in ritual and everyday 

material interactions with the resource. In combining the role of wood and timber in the 

sagas with the material evidence of such, I hope to show how the treatment of this raw 

material mirrors and reflects various formations of power and identity. As Christopher 

Tilley writes, identity, “may be regarded as a scarce resource requiring careful 

cultivation and manipulation of material symbols to maintain it” (15). Acknowledging 

the continued cultivation of identity ties into Aldred’s argument as to the importance of 

considering the past’s “potentiality” (Aldred 2014: 183). Not only are the two elements, 

identity and wood, synonymous in their continuous use and shaping, they can be read 

off of and through one another. The ways that various characters made use of the 

driftwood and native woodland around them speaks of their social and bodily 

conceptions of self, as well as the ways these conceptions of self-change with and 

through a fluctuating landscape.  

Phenomenology pulls landscape from the backdrop, arguing for its interactions 

in the movements, activities, and politics of everyday life. It complicates the tendency 

of literary critics to reduce elements of landscape, such as stones and forests, to mere 

trope, while acknowledging the ways that landscape played into political and social 

struggles. Phenomenology not only allows for complicated literary and material 

interactions with landscape, it also addresses the issues present when considering the 

more ephemeral organic elements in literary, archaeological, and paleoenvironmental 

studies. Taking a phenomenological viewpoint to literary works permits a valid and 
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useful examination of the complex roles forests and wood as resource played in the life 

and literature of Iceland. In the next chapter, I will bring phenomenological theory, 

namely the idea that places and material objects influence conceptions of self, to Grettis 

saga and Eyrbyggja saga. 
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Chapter 2. Wooden Tools: Case Studies in Grettis saga and Eyrbyggja saga 

Grettis saga and Eyrbyggja saga both take place primarily in the northwest of 

Iceland, though they also contain quite a bit of movement through geographic space. 

Both sagas tell of characters who replace a lost lower limb with wooden prosthetic, 

whether this prosthetic is called a tréfótr (Ǫnundr) or a viðleggr (Þórir), and both sagas 

contain descriptions of wooden tool use. Through the lens of phenomenological theory, 

I will discuss how characters become further defined by their relation to wood as 

resource, as well as how such relations contrast with those of other sagas characters. 

While this paper focuses on wooden legs and wooden tool use in these two sagas, 

studies of wood and woodland in the Íslendingasögur are by no means limited to these 

sagas or to these prosthetic limbs. Instances of wood interactions abound in the family 

sagas, though the tréfótr and viðleggr are certainly convenient and enlightening means 

of exploring wood as resource and its influence on conceptions of the body.2  

The connection between woodland and corporeal identity does not need much 

argument in the realm of Old Norse literature. It is easy to relate tree body and human 

body in the Old Norse corpus; this relation is perhaps best encapsulated in the human-

tree synonyms in its mythic and skaldic texts. Many literary scholars, like Anthony 

Faulkes, claim “physical similarities” between humans and trees as the main motivation 

behind their conflation in these works (Bintley 139). Literary scholar Chris Abram 

questions this supposition by noting that though “they are both upright...and have 

limbs,” “a tree and a man do not obviously resemble each other on a visual level” (17). 

While the human-tree conflation may not extend without tension into the visual 

comparison of a human form and that of a flora, its abundant appearances in mythic and 

skaldic poetry are worthy of note, and point to some degree of conflation, be it spiritual, 

visual, etc.  

In his ecocritical studies, Chris Abram has also explored the human-tree 

conflation as a reflection of social ideals, namely in order to examine man’s conception 

of flora as equal to or of a lower status than human in Old Norse literature. He examines 

the use of tree imagery in Sonatorrek, ultimately noting the relationship between 

                                                
2 The literary analysis of these sagas is based on the Islenzk fornrit editions. While the manuscript 
histories and complexities of each text are certainly worthy of note, such elements are outside the scope 
of this study.  
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genealogy and deforestation. Abram concludes that branch imagery in the poem points 

to a conception that “when we chop down a tree, however necessary that action is, we 

are aware that we are losing one of our own” (22). While Abram’s study mainly treats 

skaldic and Eddic poetry, he does note the relationship drawn between trees and 

lineage.3 This relationship appears in Íslendingasögur as well, and shows the ways that 

various religious and mythic ideals move into the literary realm. Bárðar saga and 

Harðar saga both contains scenes in which trees, branches, and their flowers (or lack of 

them) in dreams signify a certain type of lineage or offspring (ÍF XIII [K.1], ÍF XIII 

[K.6, K.7]). Tree branch becomes body in that each branch of the tree in the dream 

signifies not only human body in a lineage, but a specific type of human body.   

The mythic connection between human and tree body begins early in the Old 

Norse chronicles of human history. Namely, with Askr and Embla, pieces of driftwood 

“picked up by the head of the Norse pantheon and his companions” and then imbued 

with “qualities of life that make them human” (Bintley 137).4 Their names, Askr and 

Embla, even seem to be related to elm and ash trees (Bintley 137). This theme of 

shaping human body from pieces of wood extends into the Íslendingasögur: in Gísla 

saga Súrssonar, Refr, a craftsman, constructs “mannlíkan eptir Gísla ok Kolbirni” (ÍF 

VI, 10 [K.2], “a likeness of Gísli and Kolbjǫrn”).5 The physical material of body and its 

connection to wood and woodland indicates the essential role such materials played in 

forming bodily, social, and political conceptions of self. 

Michael Bintley looks at Snorri Sturluson’s explanation of the conflation of 

human body with tree in Skáldskaparmál, with specific reference to the gendered nature 

of tree names. He views “gendered cultural practices” as the main motivation behind the 

tendency to label men as certain types of wood and women as certain other types of 

wood (Bintley 139). Bintley seeks a pattern in Snorri’s gender distinctions, noting, 

“split oak timbers are especially suited to the construction of buildings, and it is 
                                                
3 Also noteworthy in terms of tree-lineage connections Arnkell’s role in the Krákunes exchange as told in 
Eyrbyggja saga. Through his deal with Snorri goði, Þórólfr bægifótr attacks his son in both the legal and 
economic spheres: the legal, in that Þórólfr asks Snorri to press charges against his son, and the 
economic, in that he gives away what valuable property that should be passed down to Arnkell. The 
connection between losing body, family member, and forest is implied in Þórólfr bægifótr’s selfish 
determination to cut his own legs from under him – in the legal, political, economic, and social senses. 
 
4 Vatnsdæla saga also conflates human with driftwood, as men refer to the unpopular Hrolleifr and his 
mother as “illt rekald” or “evil driftage,” though driftwood in this sense can also refer to whale carcasses 
and other ocean-borne entities (ÍF VIII, 51 [K.18]). 
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therefore interesting that the other two names for women which Snorri provides, skorða 

(‘prop’) and stoð (‘pillar’), also indicate timbers used for this purpose (Bintley 135). 

Bintley interprets such references as indicative of women’s association with “protection 

and stability” (135). While the specific, and possibly gendered, vocabulary of human-

tree kennings and mythic connotations of human-tree relations are ripe with opportunity 

for study, their in-depth treatment is outside of this study’s scope. However, the 

potential gendered connotations of woodland use do connect to the social and 

biographical implications present in wood and woodland access.  

Such implications of identity are reflected in the characterization of individuals 

with wooden legs in Eyrbyggja saga and Grettis saga.6 Eyrbyggja saga contains two 

instances of this specific prosthetic limb. After losing his leg in a fight, Þorleifr kimbi 

“gekk alla stund siðan við tréfót” (ÍF IV, 130 [Ch 45] “walked with a wooden leg from 

that point on”).7 Þórir, also of Eyrbyggja saga, undergoes a similar experience. He 

becomes entrenched in social hostilities, sacrifices his leg in a physical altercation, and, 

as a result, gains both a new limb and a new nickname: Þórir viðleggr, or Þórir 

‘wooden-leg’ (ÍF IV, 40 [Ch 18]). Finally, Ǫnundr of Grettis saga, a noble and well-

respected forefather of Grettir Asmundson, loses his leg during a battle at sea and 

replaces it with a tree stump. Like Þorleifr and Þórir, he fills the gap created by his 

removed limb with a piece of wood, and “gekk við tréfót síðan alla ævi” after this 

incident occurs (IF VII, 6 [Ch 2], “went with a wooden-leg after that for all time”). And, 

like Þórir viðleggr, this means of living with a disability becomes a part of his name; the 

text frequently refers to him as Ǫnundr tréfótr from this point forward.  

These sagas do not offer much insight into the emotional and physical 

experiences of the characters. There are, however, some parallels in the specific 

phrasing of each bodily acquisition. In the case of Ǫnundr, Þorleifr, and Þórir, the 

wooden leg provides something to “ganga við,” “to go/walk with.“ It is not implicated 

                                                
6 I have found two other instances of the wooden leg in the Íslendingasögur. Gunnlaugs saga ormstungu 
contains a slight instance of a wooden leg, as Hrafn leans on a stump after losing his leg in a fight with 
Gunnlaugr (ÍF III [K. 12]). This wooden leg is not permanent, however, as Hrafn dies soon after. Another 
example of the tree-foot appears after Gísli cuts off Skeggi’s leg in Gísla saga Súrssonar. As a result, 
Skeggi “gekk avallt við tréfót síðan”  (ÍF VI 11 [Ch 2]“went always with a tree-foot then”). 
Unfortunately, Skeggi does not appear much in the saga after this incident, nor does he offer much 
information for analysis.	  
	  
7All translations are my own and completed with the help of the Cleasby/Vigfússon (1978) and Zöega 
(2004) Old Icelandic dictionaries.  
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as something the characters own or have, rather it is something they use to move, 

navigate, and propel. The legless characters went with it. This sense of movement 

stands alongside a sense of permanence, as some form of “allr” in some variation of 

“always” appears in most of the aforementioned instances. The text needs to stress that 

the wooden leg is a permanent condition, something as unshakeable as a name, a 

lineage, or a personal history. These short sentences offer quick, yet explicit glances 

into the wooden leg as a permanent means of motion, a tool for moving rather than a 

completely assimilated limb. It is something to transport the characters through 

geographical landscapes, not something the characters simply own or posses in an 

inalienable sense. Tréfótr is not a phantom limb, and does not become completely 

assimilated to the body of its wearers. This distinction between body and prosthetic 

highlights the social role of the tréfótr in the formation of Ǫnundr and Þórir´s corporeal 

and geographical identities.  

The social implications of tréfótr characters become especially telling when 

considered in light of “maimed leg” characters such as Grettir Asmundson and Þórólfr 

bægifótr. Grettir and Þórólfr seem to be literary parallels to these wood-legged 

characters, even having their own unique interactions with wood resources. In Grettis 

saga, Grettir, Ǫnundr’s great-grandson, provides the best parallel to the peg-legged 

hero, Ǫnundr. The echo between these two characters is not limited to their 

genealogical relations; they also have distinct interactions with and reactions to pieces 

of wood and timber, though Ǫnundr’s use of wood resources ends up being more 

positive than that of Grettir. 

Ǫnundr’s journey does not start smoothly. He is a warrior who travels abroad 

and loses his leg to a band of Vikings while at sea. He fixes this loss of limb with a 

wooden leg, and continues to travel and fight. In one altercation, an attacker, Vígbjóðr, 

slashes at Önundur, only to “hljóp síðan sverðit í stubban” (IF VII, 11 [Ch 4], “the 

sword went into the tree stump”). With his sword caught in Ǫnundr’s stump, Vígbjóðr 

cannot defend himself, losing his hand and his life as a result. The tree-stump becomes 

defensive weapon, actively working to thwart the attacking Vikings. Ǫnundr expresses 

no sense of pain in or even outrage at the slash into his wooden leg, thereby discrediting 

the idea of prosthetic-as-hindrance through his ultimate victory against the attackers, 

using the very wooden leg they mock as a defensive weapon. 
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In Grettir’s case, however, a piece of driftwood becomes an offensive weapon, 

waging its own sort of attack. An enemy, Þuríðr, sends a cursed and persistent piece of 

driftwood to Drangey, and Grettir mistakenly cuts into it in a fit of anger. Though 

Grettir is initially hesitant to cut into this wood, he becomes frustrated and consumed 

with emotion, forgets to check which tree he is chopping. Grettir swings “tvíhendi øxina 

til rótarinnar, ok eigi geymði hann, hvat tré þat var (ÍF VII, 251 [Ch 79],  “struck at the 

tree-root with two-hands on his axe. And he paid no attention to what tree it was‟). 

Though initially wise about the evilly commissioned driftwood, Grettir’s anger prevents 

him from adequately assessing his need for firewood. His two-handed swing stems 

more from rage than resource use, a dual-edged sword that condemns his brash 

emotions and flighty relation to the land around him.  

As Grettir heaves his axe into the driftwood, the axe slides off of the log and 

cuts him in the leg:  “jafnskjótt sem øxin kom við tréit, snerisk hon flǫt ok stǫkk af 

trénu ok á fót Grettis inn hœgra fyrir ofan kné” (ÍF VII, 251 [Ch 79],  “as soon as the 

axe hit the tree, it turned on its flat side and sprung from the tree and onto Grettir’s leg 

above the right knee‟). The wound festers, making him unable to defend himself against 

Þorbjorn and his men. Grettir, unlike Ǫnundr tréfótr, is not aided by his wound nor is he 

able to use it to his advantage. He dies while essentially isolated and evicted from 

Icelandic social life, as a geographical and legal outcast.  

Unlike Grettir, Ǫnundr tréfótr stays relatively rooted to his new home in Iceland. 

He misses his good land and high standing in Norway, but crafts a comfortable and 

relatively serene life. He has a symbiotic relationship with his social and geographical 

surroundings, accepting that he must take the land that is available to him. Though he 

laments its harshness, especially when compared to his ancestral lands, Ǫnundr “bjó í 

Kaldbak til elli,” meaning that he makes a permanent homestead out of the land that he 

settles  (ÍF VII 25 [Ch 10] “He lived in Kaldbakur until old age”).  He settles into the 

land and does not roam restlessly about. Though the Cleasby/Vigfússon dictionary 

defines “ganga á tréfótum” as “to go on wooden legs, of a thing in a tottering, bad 

state,” Ǫnundr tréfótr seems to be on a fairly secure state in terms of his relation to the 

social sphere, the landscape, and even wooded materials (1957).  

Despite his potentially shaky tréfótr, Ǫnundr has a good relationship with wood 

resources. Kaldbakur contains so much driftwood that it “var ekki skilit, því at þeir váru 
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svá nógir þá, at hverr hafði þat, er vildi” (ÍF VII 23 [Ch 9] “was not divided, because 

there was enough that whoever wanted it had it”). The relationship between Grettir and 

driftwood, however, is fundamentally different. After series of unfortunate encounters 

lead Grettir to incessant wanderings about the wilderness, his travels eventually end on 

the excluded island of Drang. While Drangey holds enough resources to sustain Grettir 

and his companions, the text still notes, “eldiviðar var þar hneppst at afla” (ÍF VII 238 

[Ch 74], “there, firewood was scarce to collect”). On the one hand, Kaldbakur allows 

abundant access to driftwood, so much that it need not be specifically allocated. 

Drangey, on the other hand, offers a small supply of driftwood; Grettir’s fatal injury is 

even caused this driftwood. Ǫnundr tréfótr, in his settled and calm state, can take and 

release driftwood as he pleases, while Grettir is trapped, incessantly followed and 

plagued by an evil piece of driftwood.  

Ǫnundr dies from illness, but he still lives a long, successful, and respected life. 

Part of his life’s success lies in his lineage in terms of both genealogy and landscape, as 

he fathers children and is buried in a mound later called “Tréfótshaugi” (ÍF VII 25 [Ch 

10]). This place-name nod to his prosthetic limb (rather than his formal name, Ǫnundr) 

seems more affectionate than the nickname as used in the Vikings’ verse. Right after 

describing Ǫnundr’s burial mound and its name, the text affectionately, and 

humorously, names him “froeknastr...ok fimastr einfœttr maðr a Íslandi”  (ÍF VII 25-26 

[Ch 10] “bravest…and most agile one-legged man ever to live in Iceland”). The 

anxieties Ǫnundr feels due to his disability are ultimately quelled, as this sentimental 

and amusing superlative asserts his life has been heroic all the same.  

Unlike Ǫnundr tréfótr, Grettir must battle his warrior inclinations in a society 

becoming steadily less dependent on and tolerant of such violent attributes. Ǫnundr 

tréfótr is largely congratulated and accepted for his experience in battle, yet Grettir finds 

more and more resistance to his violent proclivities. While warriors were essential 

aspects of the settlement age, they become more threatening in the Commonwealth and 

later periods (Poole 2004). Literary scholar Russell Poole describes the tendency of 

Grettis saga to force Grettir into “or to confirm his place in, the warrior, not the farmer 

class” (11). He finds himself involved in numerous fights and unpleasant social 

disagreements, though he does prove useful to two Icelandic farmers in his ability to 

fight and defeat supernatural creatures. His interactions with Glámr are particularly 
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harmful to his well being, as he is left afraid of the dark, with a stagnant strength, and 

always alone. Ǫnundr tréfótr must navigate a seemingly hostile Icelandic landscape, and 

his great grandson Grettir must navigate a hostile Icelandic ‘socialscape,’ in which the 

warrior class threatens the peace and politics of the growing farmer class.  

There is a similar parallel between a maimed, festering leg wound and a wooden 

leg in Eyrbyggja saga. Þórir viðleggr and Þórolfr bægifótr, or Þórolfr ‘twist-foot,’ both 

undergo serious leg injuries. While Þórir viðleggr loses a piece of his leg and replaces it 

with a wooden leg, Þórolfr bægifótr retains his original limb but must walk with a twist-

foot. Both characters challenge, respond to, and reflect social and legal authority even 

after death. When Þórir viðleggr returns to the domestic realm of the living in a 

disruptive manner, “stefndi Kjartan Þóri vidlegg” (ÍF IV 151 [Ch 55], “Kjartan 

summonsed Þórir viðleggr”). The formality and public nature of Kjartan’s summons 

deserve note, as he makes the expulsion socially and legally sanctioned. Þórir and his 

companions respond to these official requests, leaving peacefully.  

Though Þórir has left the land of the living, he still responds to Kjartan and his 

summons of law, and “gekk hann út þær dyrr, sem dómrinn var eigi fyrir settr” (ÍF IV 

152 [Ch 55], “he went out the door, where the court was not held”). He not only 

responds to the legal requests to cease wreaking his otherworldly havoc, he understands 

the boundaries of the court system. Þórir remains aware of the ways he has breached 

social custom and legal protocol, and removes himself from the social and legal worlds 

after formally requested to do so. After this formal summons, Þórir viðleggr does not 

reappear, nor does he cause further trouble for the local population.  

Þórolfr baegifótr’s post-life antics are not as easily pacified. After death, his 

corpse becomes so heavy that men have trouble transporting it. A series of hauntings 

force local inhabitants off of their land, the culprit being the unruly body of Þórólfr 

bægifótr. Arnkell, Þórolfr’s son, must gather men to move the body from its original 

resting place to a new one. This time Arnkell places the body under a “garð…svá 

hávan, at eigi komsk yfir nema fugl flúgandi” (ÍF IV 95, [K.34], “wall so high that only 

a flying bird could get over it”). Þórólfr’s final resting place situates him firmly on the 

edge of social and legal interaction. Though he sits under a marker of boundaries, his 

body is still inaccessible in that only animals can surmount it. Þórólfr bægifótr has a 

tenuous relationship with land, perhaps best exemplified by the festering leg wound that 
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stems from a previous land dispute fueled by his greed (ÍF IV [K.8]). 

Just as Grettir Asmundson and Þórólfr bægifótr’s wounds speak of violent 

disputes, so too are tréfótr and viðleggr are reminiscent of past violent encounters. They 

speak of land disputes, and of struggles to interpret social and political positions amidst 

a foreign space. The wooden legs, however, help Ǫnundr and Þórir learn how to exist 

within the legal and social boundaries, how to be a body, however fragmented, in 

society. Barbara Bender’s notions of landscape support this view of identity as 

formulated by material encounters, especially those material encounters that involve 

“the dislocated but nonetheless always physically grounded experiences of people on 

the move.” (107). Ǫnundr tréfótr and Þórir viðleggr are both displaced in some sense; 

Ǫnundr must relocate from Norway to Iceland, and Þórir must navigate through a 

supernatural space. The wooden leg offers them a means of conceptualizing the limits, 

capacities, and tools available to their bodies. Rather than simple assimilation, this 

prosthetic serves both a practical function of motion through geographical landscape 

and a social function of situation within legal and personal relationships.  

A tréfótr also makes a notable, identity-forming appearance in Tristams saga ok 

Ísöndar.8 Tristam enters the domain of a giant, makes a few bold claims about his rights 

to woodland in said domain, and ends up in combat with the giant. He prevails, 

removing the giant’s leg, but eventually granting him his life in exchange for as much 

woodland as he requires. Immediately after he gives the giant this limb, the giant “ok 

skyldi hann fylgja honum” (Jorgensen (ed. and trans.), 180, “and should he follow 

him”). The relationship seems fairly direct, and the fealty stems from the combination 

of Tristam’s mercy and craftsmanship. Tristam takes the leg away, replacing it with his 

own construction. In his own way, Tristam has constructed the giant as well. Like the 

other wooden-legged heroes, the giant transforms into a different body and 

temperament.  

The wooden leg serves both a biographical and bodily role in both Grettis saga 

and Eyrbyggja saga, and even in Tristams saga ok Ísöndar. In her doctoral dissertation 

concerning materiality in Þorðar saga hreðu, Elisabeth Ida Ward presents a formula for 

                                                
8 Despite the general separation of these genres, the relationship between this ridarrasaga and 
Íslendingasögur has not gone unnoticed: in his introduction to his translation of the text, Peter Jorgensen 
notes that Tristams saga ok Ísöndar “has influenced the subject matter of well-known Sagas of the 
Icelanders (Íslendingasögur), such as Laxdæla saga and Grettis saga” (25).	  
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examining literary aspects of the sagas, especially in regards to materiality in saga texts. 

Under material culture, she cites both landscape and objects as capable of “bearing 

witness about the past” and “serving identity functions ranging from gender and 

ethnicity to class and age, as well as environmental and health uses.” (33). In the cases 

of Ǫnundr trefótr and Þórir viðleggr, these prosthetic limbs become more than just tools 

for walking, nicknames, and assimilated body parts. They help these characters move 

through geographical, social, and biological spheres, allowing them to formulate the 

loss of past heroic endeavors and past lives.  

In their book Landscapes of Desire, literary scholars Gillian Overing and 

Marijane Osborn use their travels through the Icelandic landscape to expand upon the 

relationships between landscape, body, and identity. They draw upon geographers such 

as Yi-Fu Tuan, who argues that “how we perceive and organize space and how we 

relate to place are grounded in two essential facts: the posture and structure of the 

human body, and the relations (whether close or distant) between human beings” (Tuan, 

1977: 34; Overing and Osborn, 43). The closeness of social relationships is also implied 

in the structure and organization of the various bodies in Grettis saga and Eyrbyggja 

saga, namely whether those bodies contain wooden or maimed legs.  

The wooden legs are valuable even beyond their contribution to the characters’ 

conceptions of body. They also represent the importance of examining wooden tool 

type and workmanship, as a reflection of the tool user’s position in the social sphere. 

Grettir tends to pick up unworked pieces of wood and use them in battle, as seen in his 

employment of hríslu (‘branch’) and erði (‘beam’) as weapons (ÍF VII 192 [K.59], 161 

[K.50]). Grettir even strikes another outlaw, Gísli, with the unworked hrísla (ÍF VII 192 

[K.59]).9 Such unworked wooden weapons are used against Grettir, also an outlaw, as 

seen in his fatal encounter with the driftwood and an episode in which inhabitants of a 

longhouse throw burning logs at him (ÍF VII [K.79], 131 [K.38]). Grettir even battles 

berserkers at one point, and devoid of proper means of defense, these berserkers 

“vǫrðusk með trjám, er lágu á vellinum” (ÍF VII, 68 [K.19] “defended themselves with 

beams that lay in the field”). Since makeshift and raw weapons can be used, with 

                                                
9 Gísla saga Súrssonar also contains instances of unworked wooden weapons, namely by Gísli’s wife, 
Auðr and her lurkr, or ‘club’ (ÍF VI, 112 [K.34]). After she uses this weapon against an attacker, Gísli 
notes that she is a good match for him. This encounter may reflect the fitting nature of unworked wooden 
weapon for both outlaw and his well-matched wife.  
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success, by and against other social outcasts, the type of wooden weapon used seems to 

indicate the social situations of the various characters. 

Grettir’s violent encounters with wooden structures are also telling in regards to 

his social status. Literary scholar Eleanor Rosamund Barraclough treats the spatial 

nature of social and outcast in Grettis saga in her article “Inside Outlawry in Grettis 

saga Ásmundarsonar and Gísla saga Súrssonar: Landscape in the Outlaw Sagas.” With 

particular attention on the wooden architecture of the hall in which Grettir and Glámr 

fight, she notes the way Grettir lies on and attempts to blend into a bench, describing 

how he “roots himself in the social world by physically embedding himself in the 

building itself” (2010: 372). The crux of the altercation then revolves around “Grettir’s 

determination to stay in the hall and Glámr’s equally strong desire to leave it” (2010: 

372). In this case, the hall is “society” and the farmstead is “wild,” even if in other 

cases, the farmstead could be considered “society.” Grettir’s attempt to secure himself 

to the shaped wood, the bench, in the hall is ultimately unsuccessful. As he finds 

himself ripped out of the architectural structure, past viðirnir of the roof and stokkarnir 

of the hall, he is also ripped of his potential to peacefully inhabit the social sphere (ÍF 

VII, 120-121 [K.35]). It seems he cannot fit into spaces with worked wood, just as he 

has trouble making use of worked wooden tools.  

The deceased Þórólfr bægifótr also responds to unworked and worked weapons 

in telling ways. After Arnkell moves the body to a new location, Þórólfr’s spirit imbues 

a variety of calves, ultimately inhabiting Glæsir. One morning, the inhabitants of 

Kárstaðr find that Glæsir has bucked “stokrinnn af hornum hans” (ÍF IV, 163 [K.63], 

“the wooden beam from his horns”). When the calf rejects the wooden structure meant 

to keep him calm and within control, Þóroddr employs another wooden instrument in 

order to regain control, this time a “birkirapt mikkinn” (ÍF IV, 174 [K.63], “large birch 

beam”). Like Grettir’s commonly unworked wooden weapons, Þóroddr chooses a 

relatively unshaped chunk of native wood to fight the wild Glæsir. That this wood is 

native and taken from “viðarbulungr” that “stóð fyrir dúrum úti” indicates that the wood 

is close to its live state, relatively unworked and not transported far from its source (ÍF 

IV, 174 [K.63], “wood-pile,” “stood outside of the door”). Though not worked or 

shaped in the same sense that a sword might be, Þóroddr still uses this to fight the wild 

animal.  
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Þóroddr strikes Glæsir with his unworked weapon “milli horna honum svá mikit 

hǫgg, at raptrinn gekk sundr í skálmunum” (ÍF IV, 175 [K.63], “so great a blow 

between his horns that the log split into pieces”).10 While not effective in killing Glæsir, 

Þóroddr’s weapon does enrage the bull. Þóroddr ends up clinging to Glæsir’s back, 

though Þóroddr must let go when “kom annat hornit á kviðinn” (ÍF IV, 175 [K.63], “the 

horn came into the stomach”). When the log breaks, Þóroddr must use his own body in 

place of it, and both beam and body are stabbed by the horns. The body and birch wood 

contribute to the destruction of Glæsir, and the lack of more crafted weapons such as 

swords indicates that the wild animal must be fought with the tools native to the land: 

birch trees and human bodies. The type of weapon used against a character, in this case 

the spirit of Þórólfr bægifótr, reflects the social status of this character. Þórólfr bægifótr, 

like Grettir, Gísli, and berserkers, is not folded into the social sphere, and occupies the 

space of outcast. The tools and weapons employed against him reflect how others view 

him, as well as his relation to political and geographical spaces.  

The wooden tools and limbs, or lack of them, are means of interpreting identity. 

As Christopher Tilley writes “Things and places are active agents of identity rather than 

pale reflections of pre-existing ideas” (17). The use of wooden tools in both Grettis 

saga and Eyrbyggja saga manifests itself in more than just absence, and more than just 

narratives of decline. The ways limb-losers react to their disability offer new routes of 

bodily enactment in and conception of the various spheres they inhabit, the various 

branches and reaches of their body: where they start, where they end, and how to move 

through a new landscape as well as one that has been lost. Such complex webs of 

interactions have been ignored in past literary criticism, in favor of a simplified idea of 

diminishing Icelandic forests.  

 

                                                
10 The meaning of skálmirnar is a bit ambiguous in this chapter. ÍF editors felt the need to clairfy “svá at 
hann helt um skálmirnar” with a footnote designating skálmirnar as “kvíslar (greinar) raftsins” (ÍF IV, 
175 [K. 63]). Cleasby/Vigfusson translates “skálmirnar” as “one part of a cloven thing,” though it can 
also mean “a short sword.” While the vocabularial shift from birch log to short sword would be 
fascinating, it seems the editors of the text felt more inclined to note the branched nature of Þóroddr’s 
weapon. 
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Chapter 3. Forests in the So-Called ‘Narrative of Decline’ 

These dynamic interactions with wood and woodland in the Íslendingasögur 

have largely been obscured by overarching ideas concerning the nature of native 

Icelandic forests. Studies by Old Norse literary scholars Pernille Hermann (2010), 

Margaret Clunies Ross (1994), and Christopher Abram (2015) have addressed the idea 

of a forested Icelandic landscape as part of a ‘Golden Age’ rhetoric,  a settlement myth 

reflecting edenic views of Iceland in its early days. The most commonly cited sentence 

in such studies turns out to be a seemingly offhand line from Íslendingabók: “Í þann tíð 

vas Ísland viði vaxit á miðli fjalls ok fjǫru” (ÍF I, 5 [K.I], “In this time Iceland was 

grown with wood between mountain and fore-shore”). Other sagas, such as Laxdæla 

saga, also contain instances of “í þann tíð,” in which forests were present at the time of 

settlement, but presumably not present at the time of the saga’s composition or 

transmission (ÍF V [K.55]).11 The aforementioned scholars identify these settlement 

forests as a depiction of a paradisal native Iceland, one starkly in contrast with the 

politically and environmentally tumultuous Sturling Age Iceland, when many 

Íslendingasögur were presumed to have reached paper (Vésteinn Ólason 102).  

In his consideration of the ecocritical value of trees in Old Norse literature, 

Chris Abram takes this “í þann tíð” description as part of a Golden Age myth, slipping 

into skepticism when considering the evolution and devolution of native Icelandic 

woodlands. Abram even describes the early Icelandic forest in the multi-layered pun of 

“trope-ical brain forest,” a forest existing only in the minds of later writers (2). He 

argues for Iceland as “empty land” that “was attractive because of its emptiness,” 

conjuring the image of Iceland as a barren landscape filled with trees only by later texts 

(Abram 3). While Iceland may not have been forested to the extent implied by “í þann 

tið” descriptions of forests, regions of the island did have woodland that was actively 

being used, conserved, and managed for hundreds of years after settlement (Church et 

al., 2007; Dugmore et al., 2007; Lawson et al., 2007; Simpson et al., 2001; Vickers et 

al., 2011). To whatever extent the forest served the purpose of trope, the continued 

material interactions with wood and woodland cannot be ignored.  

                                                
11 Other references to past forests can be found in Kjalnesginga saga and Gísla saga (ÍF XIV [K. 2], ÍF 
VI [K. 27]). Though these instances do not bear the “í þann tíð” disclaimer, both find it necessary to point 
out, in the past tense, the presence of a forest, with Gísla saga using the presence of past forests as a 
direct explanation of events: “því at þá víða skógum vaxit” (ÍF VI, 86 [K. 27], “because forests covered 
many places then”). 
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Margaret Clunies Ross also considers forests in settlement narratives as part of a 

grander, politically-motivated narrative. She describes the role of woodland and wooden 

high-seat pillars in the transfer of person, property, and reputation from Norway to 

Iceland (1994). She, too, reads the descriptions of Iceland as forested and wonders 

whether such description of virgin Icelandic land  “is meant to convey something of a 

sense that this was an almost paradisal land when it was first discovered by 

Scandinavians, fertile, wooded, inhabited by holy men, and above all, already 

Christian” (1994: 174). The forests were meant to attract people to the new land, 

presenting it as a welcoming place, on which the settlers were destined to make their 

homes. Clunies Ross also delves into the common appearance of high-seat pillars in the 

early chapters of Íslendingasögur, connecting these pillars and the paradisal depictions 

of Icelandic landscapes with the ways that Icelanders justified their settlement narrative. 

Casting the high-seat pillars and settling where they landed worked to “legitimize their 

relation to the land they had ‘taken’ in their original landnám” (1994: 13). So too does 

the paradisal depiction offer a sort of permission to settle on the land – if the island is 

edenic and welcoming, then fate and destiny leads the settlers to make their home there.  

According to both Clunies Ross and Abram, Iceland as forested nation existed 

more in text than in real life and is more heavily reflected in nostalgia than in the pollen 

record. Such descriptions of woodland decline ultimately serve, “as with all Golden Age 

narratives,” “a story of decline” (Abram 4). However, the ‘Golden Age’ narrative may 

not be as clear implied in interpretations of Íslendingabók. In its depiction of Bjǫrn’s 

choosing of a home, Eyrbyggja saga admits, “var þar skammt í milli fjalls ok fjǫru” (ÍF 

V, 6 [K.3], “there was little space in between mountain and shore”). Conjectures 

concerning Iceland’s early forests often cite Ari Þorgilsson’s description of forests from 

mountain to shore; yet, rarely is the width and consistency of this space questioned. The 

drama implicit in this statement and its impact on individual reader and writer depends 

on a spatial conception of the distance from mountain to foreshore.  

Pernille Hermann pulls the reoccurring sentence structure, “í þann tið” into a 

larger timeline of ‘now/then’ relationships, using similarly structured phrases from 

Laxdæla saga. She traces how such references to the past act simultaneously as 

references to the present, namely how “now/then relations create distinct time levels in 

the narratives, which… represent a device capable of constructing a significant 
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connection between present and past” (76).  Hermann designates two temporal states, 

“now” and “then,” a classification which Eleanor Rosamund Barraclough calls  “an 

over-simplistic dichotomy that polarises the landnám past and the saga-writing present” 

(2012a: 87). While, as Barraclough argues, identifying only two temporal periods, 

‘now’ and ‘then’ in the saga ignores the nuances and subsequent, ongoing interactions 

with the sagas, Hermann’s identification of ‘time levels’ still offers a useful scale of 

thinking about the complex process of deforestation and wood as resource in the sagas. 

The presence of trees and wood as resource in the past influences present ideas of such, 

just as present ideas of trees and wood as resource certainly influenced conceptions of 

such in the past.  

Such relationships with woodland and wood as resource certainly changed over 

time. While Hermann’s “now/then” dichotomy might reduce the complex time levels 

involved in saga transmission, temporal levels of settlement and post-settlement offer a 

way of tracing the recognition and treatment of decline in woodland and wood access. 

Timeframes are useful in the grand scheme of resource stress, yet considering such 

timeframes is bound for reduction. In the words of Barraclough: “Social and cultural 

identities—like landscapes— are not always specific to one timeframe, but are 

multifaceted constructions where the past and present elide (2012a: 98).” While 

now/then relationships are presented as footholds, the network of constructions and idea 

cannot be whittled down to only two temporal states.  

Though the relationship may not whittle down to “now/then” relations, 

Christopher Callow identifies ways in which “genealogy and geography act as 

structures around which the past is remembered” (297). Woodland is an implicit aspect 

of geography, as remembered in both descriptive and place-name aspects of settlement 

narratives. With geography as a nuanced yardstick, the ways in which woodland was 

perceived over time can be explored, as a material both in decline and actively 

conserved. Such processes are not as easy traced as literary critics like to believe, and 

the realistic complications of such processes should be fully expressed in light of the 

ongoing material interactions with wood and woodland. Such material interactions 

certainly existed before and continued after the settlement, Commonwealth, and 

Sturlung periods in Iceland.   

Forest as symbol of ‘Golden Age’ necessitates some larger narrative, one that 
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changes between the ninth-century settlement and the time in which the sagas were put 

to page, around the thirteenth century or later (Vésteinn Ólason 102). As all three 

scholars argue, the purpose behind such a larger narrative of decline corresponds with 

Iceland’s thirteenth-century struggle for independence. Abram separates issues of forest 

decline and independence with a mere semi-colon: “By 1200, Iceland had lost huge 

swathes of woodland; in 1262, following a bitter civil war, the Icelander pledged their 

allegiance to the king of Norway” (4). Despite the various levels to which Ari’s “í þann 

tið” actually described the environmental conditions of the land, such descriptions do 

coincide with the political struggle for power over land, economy, and culture. Easy to 

conflate the two issues, however, without considering the ways in which pre- and post-

settlement interactions merged to form a complex, but power-ridden relationship with 

trees and the raw material they provide.  

Literary critic Ian Wyatt also argues for forests as serving various tropes in Old 

Norse literature (2001, 2004a, 2004b). He traces ways in which the tendency of 

archaeologists, historians, even editors of Íslenzk fornrit to take topographic accounts as 

gospel “has contributed to a scholarly neglect of these landscapes as literary 

phenomena” (2004a: 45). Wyatt has turned his attention to several dynamic landscape-

character interactions in the Íslendingasögur, from the ice-ridden battlefield in Gísla 

saga Súrsonnar to weather phenomena in Eyrbyggja saga. Such landscapes offer 

invaluable dimension to the social and physical inner workings of plot. Wyatt argues for 

landscape as a plot device, which brings landscape to the forefront of literary studies. 

However, landscape as plot device still neglects to recognize the rich implications of 

material interactions, namely the power plays and social identities formed in and 

through relationships with various resources.  

Wyatt does examine native woodland in his study of landscape as plot device. A 

particular amount of Wyatt’s attention has been turned to the frequent functions of 

skógar, a particular term for “forest,” noting a pattern in which “50 per cent of scenes in 

the Íslendingasögur that contain a skógar reference employ this feature as a 

concealment device” (Wyatt 2001: 277). He identifies a “narrative grammar” present in 

the tendencies of particular terms to depict a certain type of event, asking that “saga 

landscape…be examined for its narrative potential before considering its possible 

locative function” (Wyatt 2001: 282). Such a narrative grammar questions whether 
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elements of landscape need realistically depict actual, experienced features of the 

landscape. 

While a fascinating pattern of forest as narrative device, considering woodland 

solely as such does little to expand upon the relationship between the material world of 

wood and woodland and this material world’s portrayal in medieval literature. Eleanor 

Rosamund Barraclough incorporates this material world into her study of sea voyages in 

the Íslendingasögur, arguing that “literary stylization and fictional impulses come 

together with geographical and meteorological conditions, cultural preoccupations, and 

historical events in order to shape and color the saga narratives” (2012b: 3). 

Meteorological conditions certainly informed and influenced the way such conditions 

were recorded in literary sources, though the extent of this influence is uncertain. 

Likewise, Elisabeth Ida Ward writes, “the material world is a ready platform upon 

which and through which human beings form language and thoughts” (126). Treating 

forest as trope or narrative device disregards the influence of this material world on the 

way it was recorded in the Íslendingasögur.  

Abram, Clunies Ross, and Hermann’s exploration of Golden Age tropes and 

Wyatt’s analysis into landscape as literary device in Íslendingasögur aptly frustrate the 

argument as to the accuracy of landscape features present in the sagas, yet they do not 

address the material framework and socio-political interactions occurring behind this 

“narrative grammar.” As Eleanor Rosamund Barraclough writes, conceptions of trope 

and narrative grammar can “yield a wealth of insight into the mechanics of the sagas’ 

narrative designs and stylistic feature,” but it can also mask “the greater significance of 

landscape for the Norse-Icelandic texts and medieval Icelandic culture and identity 

more generally” (2012a: 80). Wyatt’s classification of term and narrative function is apt 

and fascinating, but can reduce the very real, pertinent issue of woodland use, 

management, and allocation in Iceland: how the skógar simultaneously offered places 

of concealment in the sagas and incredibly valuable resources both outside and inside of 

the sagas. In his study of Landnámabók, Christopher Callow writes, “A balance 

between these enduring geo-political patterns and the specious needs of the narrative 

ought, perhaps, to be struck” (315). Wood was a fluctuating and valuable resource, and 

its importance extended both into the page and beyond it.  
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Whatever the extent and timeline of Iceland’s native forests, medieval and post-

medieval Icelanders surely interacted and continued to interact with trees and their raw 

material. The uses of such a valuable resource surely extended beyond concealment. 

The various purposes served by wood permeate almost every aspect of daily life in 

medieval lives. From heating to construction to navigation, wood was a raw material 

upon which people depended. This dependence is cemented in the archaeological, legal, 

and literary records. Though some depictions of wood in Íslendingasögur may serve 

plot, looking at the sagas in conjunction with archaeological and legal sources can 

expand upon the importance and implications of woodland access and use during the 

settlement, Commonwealth, and Sturlung Ages in Iceland.  

Oscar Aldred and Gavin Lucas discuss “event” and “object” methods of 

archaeological study in their article “Events, Temporalities, and Landscapes in Iceland.” 

Examining the methods of craftsmanship and resource gathering both in present studies 

and studies of literary sources can prevent the unnecessary “dichotomizing object and 

event—or between social and historical disciplines, which are object-oriented (e.g., 

archaeology, material culture studies), versus those that are event-oriented (history, 

ethnography, sociology)” (Aldred and Lucas 190). As wood and woodland were being 

depicted in the Íslendingasögur, they were also being interacted with on a material 

level. Though the forests in the sagas are viewed as static, unchanging, and largely 

passive, these forests were not so in actuality. Aldred and Lucas push away from 

archaeological scholarship’s tendency to isolate object without acknowledging the 

gathering and crafting events that went into shaping said object. A similar reduction 

occurs in the more “event” focuses literary studies: the wooden object is reduced to 

mere plot device, without regard for its material presence and significance off of the 

page.  

While wood and timber use and forest presence often end in a constant state, the 

real, lived relationships with such resources were ongoing. Literary critic Kathryn 

Hume, in her discussion of saga endings and beginnings, examines the tension between 

continuous, lived encounters and compulsion for neat resolution in literary works. The 

writer must find ways to give “tidy endings to experiences which have no endings at all 

in real life” (605). The compulsion to begin and end sagas with a condition of “social 

equilibrium,” often seemingly unimportant to the saga’s main plot, mirrors the 
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relationship between wood as resource and depicted forest presence (Hume 600). 

Though it often appears in a state of decline, wood is still actively interpreted, almost 

unpredictable in its appearances and disappearances throughout the saga. Rather than a 

simple state of decline, woodland and wood presence fluctuates in response to the 

characters and purposes it serves.   

The event of wood interactions highlights the complex, realistic, and ultimately 

long-lasting relationship with trees and the raw material they provide. While “it would 

be a mistake to say that a living tree is the same as one that has been severed from its 

roots,” it is difficult to completely separate raw material from its source, especially 

when such a raw material is continuously being collected, cut down, and worked 

(Bintley 16). Bintley argues the characteristics of wood “cannot be divorced from the 

objects into which they are crafted, and yet finished objects dominate academic 

discourse at the expense of their materials and crafting” (5). Chris Abram notes, “a 

plank…retains its treeishness, though the tree is long dead” (20). Exploring wood as 

resource offers one glance into this complicated history of craftsmanship and resource 

allocation, into the daily activities, rather than simply the finished product, of the past.12 

Even amidst dwindling native woodland or reduced access to driftwood, material 

interactions with wooden materials surely continued.  

As wood accessibility dwindled, the socio-political and biographical 

implications of wood as resource may have grown more severe. Kirsten Hastrup argues 

for the architectural implications of dwindling birch forests: “timber became 

increasingly scarce and the size of the farmhouses decreased” (1985: 50). Decreasing 

the size of farmhouses meant combining rooms that had previously been separated – in 

the late medieval period, “eldhús (´kitchen’), skáli (‘sleeping-room’) and baðstofa 

(‘bathroom’) had been separated,” a practice abandoned in favor of one single room in 

the period from 1400-1800 (Hastrup 1985: 50). This conception of architectural impacts 

of woodland availability implies that woodland availability impacts daily lives on 

almost every level.  

Margaret Clunies Ross also acknowledges the economic, geographic, and 

architectural implications of limited woodland access, writing, “After c. 1200, the lack 

                                                
12 Elisabeth Ida Ward has paid particular attention to Þórðr hreða as craftsman in her doctoral dissertation 
(2012). Attention to the physical working of a material is certainly one way of accessing these event 
processes, rather than simply the materials they produced.  
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of local wood for building boats placed a severe restriction on the ability of Icelanders 

to travel abroad and engage in trade independently, and they became more and more 

reliant on foreign merchants.” (2010: 3). While a variety of factors influenced these 

changing travel and trade structures, the attachment of trade and travel to woodland 

does assert the widespread and multi-faceted impact of fluctuating wood resources. 

Wood and woodland surely influenced the daily, ritual, and economic experiences.  

Hastrup and Clunies Ross’s descriptions provide a basis for understanding the 

deep-rooted influence of wood and woodland, yet they neglect to note the continued 

presence of wood resources in some areas of Iceland. Woodland management systems 

indicate that native woodland still existed, and was still used, past the settlement and 

Commonwealth periods in Iceland, though access to these resources was legally and 

socially regulated.  However regulations on access to wood resources bear implications 

for social status and property boundaries in the Íslendingasögur. In the words of 

Foucault, “space is fundamental in any exercise of power” (252). According to literary, 

archaeological, and paleoenvironmental evidence, woodland and wood resources are a 

fundamental aspect and reflection of Icelandic inhabitants’ ability to exercise power. 

Wood affects space on several levels – a space in and of itself in the form of woodland, 

and as means of constructing houses, churches, etc. It acts as indication and symbol of 

power in both forms, in who controls the allocation of woodland and wood resources, 

and who can use it efficiently and properly. 

 Given the presence of complex layers of forest interaction in both life and 

literature, the question becomes: is there a constant and assigned role of forests, wood, 

and timber in the Íslendingasögur? Identifying the nature of such patterns is an implicit 

aspect of such a study – examining the various relationships to wood as resource in the 

sagas requires trust that such a relationship is detectable and somewhat unchanging 

among the various texts (or at least unchanging enough to establish relationships and 

patterns between the incidents the works describe). With the complicated time periods 

merging in the conception and transmission of the sagas, tracing such a role may prove 

difficult.  

Attention to the complications of tracing a narrative of decline in wood and 

woodland as portrayed in the Íslendingasögur complicates the concept of forest as 

universal trope. Literary scholar Catherine Addison documents the various and 
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divergent functions forests play in western literature, breaking down the “forest-

civilization antithesis,” or forest as opposite to civilization (134). She writes, “What the 

body of these texts shows is that the forest is a symbol of great power in Western 

literature and thought but that, like all symbols, its meanings are multivalent and can be 

reconstructed” (Addison 134). Addison’s analysis brings together a wide variety of 

works from the western literary corpus, though she does not delve too deeply into forest 

functions of specific literatures.13 Yet her work still challenges the common idea of 

forest as universal trope, as landscape entity with which humans have an unchanging 

relationship, or as landscape entity with one specific role in the literary corpus.  

Addison’s study highlights the arbitrary nature of civilization and wilderness 

dichotomies. In his attempt to place Old Norse literature within the realm of the ever-

growing discipline of ecocriticism, Carl Phelpstead falls into to such reduction. He 

claims, in regards to Eyrbyggja saga, “Wild nature must be divided from cultivated 

farmland, Icelandic society from the realm of the outlaw, human from animal, nature 

from the supernatural” (17). This statement becomes inapplicable as soon it reaches the 

forest, the social sphere, and the supernatural, yet mundane, characters. Rarely are such 

boundaries observed in the Íslendingasögur.  

As Barraclough notes, even interactions between outlaw and landscape are 

somewhat entrenched in the social, in that they appear in relation to human characters 

such as Grettir Asmundson and Gísli Súrsson (2010). In her study of monstrosity and 

social corruption in Íslendingasögur, Rebecca Merkelbach argues along the same lines, 

noting, “an individual’s status as monster is contingent on society’s perception of said 

individual” which indicates “monstrosity is not as stable, fixed or absolute a concept as 

scholarship has so far made it out to be” (2).  Such divisions of land as “wild” and 

“cultivated,” set aside for “society” or “outlaw,” fall apart in the depictions of landscape 

in the sagas, and are especially weak in their applicability to the realm of wood and 

                                                
13 Joep Leerssen treats divergent attitudes by looking specifically at descriptions woodland in Irish 
literature in his article, “Wildness, Wilderness, and Ireland: Medieval and Early-Modern Patterns in the 
Demarcation of Civility.” He identifies trains of thought regarding social implications of forests in Irish 
literature, while still acknowledging that such views influenced and were influenced by political and 
social views of the time in which they were formed: “The forest is becoming something to be exploited in 
terms of its natural resources and a place where the king's ultimate control over such circumscribed 
wildness is celebrated, a far cry from the forests of medieval romance” (Leerssen 29). 
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woodland studies.14   

Though various disciplines have attempted to paint a straightforward and 

unchanging conception of woodland in Iceland, such disciplines rarely agree on the 

nature of these characterizations. Contrary to the idea of forest as wild, unmitigated 

space, archaeological remains and paleoenvironmental evidence indicate that native 

woodland was a highly regulated place. At the same time, Ian Wyatt’s study of 

landscape as narrative device identifies skógar as a means of concealment (2001, 2004a, 

2004b). Likewise, law codes such as Grágás place woodland within the realm of 

civilization by allocating and managing forest and driftwood rights, while 

simultaneously attaching forests to the concept of outlawry and wilderness, in their 

identification of outlaw as skógarmaðr or “forest man” (Barraclough 2010: 207, Finsen 

406). 15  Forests, if nothing else, can be classified neither wild nor civilized, neither in 

the social realm nor outside of it. There were, and still are, complicated, changing 

attitudes towards forests in western literature, yet wood and woodland in literature 

contain invaluable social, political, and biographical implications.  

Take, for example, the role of imported timber of Laxdæla saga. In its early 

chapters, Óláfr Hǫskuldsson announces his intention to “afla sér húsaviðar” from Hákon 

jarl, the Norwegian royal with the “bezta mǫrk” (ÍF V, 78 [K.29] “acquire house-timber 

for himself,” “best forest”).16 His errand is successful – Jarl Hákon takes kindly to him 

and tells Óláfr to “fermir skip þitt af þeim viði” (ÍF V, 78 [K.29] “load your ship with 

wood”).  Óláfr goes on to construct a grand eldhús, or fire-hall, with this imported 

timber, one that was “meira ok betra en men hefði fyrr sét” (ÍF V, 79 [K.29] “greater 

and better than men had ever seen”). He accomplishes his mission without much 

difficulty. He seeks permission of the ruler to use forestland, takes the correct amount of 

timber home, and builds something large and, more importantly, impressive with it.  

A large part of Óláfr’s success seems to come from his ability and willingness to 
                                                
14 Kirsten Hastrup, in “Water and the Configuration of Social Worlds,” argues that water challenges this 
binary, in that it is a natural element often outside of human control, yet highly regulated in the social 
sphere (2013). Such an argument can be extended towards woodland and wood as resource.  
 
15 Legal codes regarding woodland and driftwood allocation are treated in greater detail in chapter 4. 
 
16 Going abroad for timber appears in many other Íslendingasögur: Egils saga Skallagrímssonar (K.78), 
Hávarðar saga Ísfirðings (K.24), Víga-Glúms (K.18), and Fostbræðra saga (K.2), to name a few. In her 
doctoral dissertation, Dawn Mooney notes the discrepancy between the frequent mentions of timber as 
building material in the sagas with the archaeological data, which shows a greater tendency to use 
driftwood as a building material (260).  
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communicate the settlement events through his land use. He picks the location of his 

eldhús, a “rjóðr í skóginum” where “safnaðisk saman fé Óláfs” (ÍF V, 67 [K.24] 

“clearing in the forest,” “gathered together the livestock of Óláfr”). More importantly, 

however, Óláfr aptly names it “Hjarðarholt” or “herd-wood,” men agree with this 

decision because “Þetta þótti mǫnnum um vel til fundit af þeim atburðum, er þar hǫfðu 

orðit” (ÍF V, 67 [K.24] “It seemed to men fitting to give a name based on events that 

had happened there”). The name fits the location because it describes the events that led 

to its current use, its history, and acknowledges the processes of home-making in a new 

land. 

Óláfr inscribes more stories into his home at Hjarðarholt, through a beautiful 

carving on the wood of the roof and wainscot: “Váru þar markaðar ágætligar sǫgur á 

þilviðinum ok svá á ræfrinu; var þat svá vel smíðat, at þá þótti miklu skrautligra, er eigi 

váru tjǫldin uppi” (ÍF V, 79 [K.29], “wonderful sagas were carved on the wainscot and 

so on the roof; it was so well crafted, that it seemed more splendid when the tapestry 

was not hung”). The wood becomes ornamental in and of itself, and the construction 

turns into more than just decoration. Through carving and craftsmanship, the very 

material of the house speaks. To add even another level to the architectural voice at 

Hjarðarholt, Óláfr holds a banquet at which the poet Úlfr Uggason composes and recites 

Húsdrápa, a poem about “Óláf Hǫskuldsson ok um sǫgur þær, er skrifaðar váru á 

eldhúsinu” (ÍF V, 80 [K.29], “Óláfr Hǫskuldsson and the sagas which were written on 

the fire-house”). Like the carvings, the poem was “vel ort,” “well-constructed” and 

Óláfr rewarded the poet and those who heard the poem well (ÍF V, 80 [K.29]). 

Storytelling and craftsmanship merge in the eldhús, the wood of which comes to 

provide more than just architectural stability. Rather, it contains historical and social 

implications, ones that speak of the merit of those involved in its material and historical 

construction.17 Óláfr Hǫskuldsson acts correctly in all aspects of his home-building. He 

                                                
17 In his presentation “A Comparison of Carved Panels Found in Flatatunga and Bjarnastaðahlíð,” Erik 
Schjeide discusses the interactions between the panels found in Flatatunga and Bjarnastaðahlíð in 
conjunction with descriptions of the panels made by Þórðr hreða in Þórðar saga hreðu. These panels, for 
all intents and purposes, are reminiscent of those commissioned by Óláfr Hǫskuldsson. Schjeide argues, 
“Perhaps one of his descendants, or some other talented Icelander inspired by him, has carried on the 
work fitting of the archetype of his mythic presence, and the material culture he inscribed not only in 
wood, but also in the memory of his people” (8). Though Óláfr Hǫskuldsson’s panels have not survived to 
the present day, Schjeide’s argument does provide an interesting link between material and literary 
culture, especially in light of mythic, archetypal, and localized heroes. 
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finds and names the place with a nod to its beginning, successfully transports wood 

from Norway to Iceland, and records history in the literary and architectural lives of the 

eldhús.  

Later in Laxdæla saga, Þorkell Eyjólfsson begins his imported timber adventure 

in much the same way as Óláfr: by announcing to his friend his intention to “sœkja sér 

kirkjuvið, ok siglir þegar á haf” (ÍF V, 215 [K.74], “seek church-wood for himself, and 

sailed on the sea from there”). A different Norwegian ruler, King Óláfr, gives Þorkell 

Eyjólfsson permission to retrieve wood from his forests and bring it back to Iceland. 

Þorkell becomes greedy in his desire to bring home timber for the church, however, and 

insists on using the exact measurements of church King Óláfr had recently built. King 

Óláfr sees Þorkell measuring his church, and advises, “Hǫgg þú af tvær alnar hverju 

stórtré, ok mun sú kirkja þó gǫr mest á Íslandi” (ÍF V, 216 [K.74], “you (should) cut 

two ells from each beam, and this church will still be the most well-constructed in 

Iceland”). Þorkell assumes greed on the king’s part, and offers to return the timber 

should the king want it back. In doing so, Þorkell Eyjólfsson makes it known that he has 

other means of acquiring timber, disregarding the king’s advice in favor of his desire to 

build a church as grand as the king’s in Iceland. 

The king brushes off Þorkell’s unflattering assumptions, making an unflattering 

prediction of his own. King Óláfr notes that if Þorkell Eyjólfsson tries to bring home 

that much timber, “menn hafi litla nytsemð viðar þessa, ok …at þú getir gǫrt neitt 

mannvirki ór viðinum” (ÍF V, 217 [K.74], “men (will) have little use out of this wood, 

and…that you will make no great construction out of the wood”). He also sarcastically 

comments that it would not be possible for Þorkell to make a church “svá mikil, at þar 

muni of þitt allt inni liggja” (ÍF V, 217 [K.74], “so large, that all of your conceit might 

fit inside”). King Óláfr lets the uncomfortable interaction pass without punishment, 

though his mention of Þorkell’s conceit foreshadows the ultimately unsuccessful end of 

the journey.  

On their way back to Iceland, a gust of wind hits Þorkell’s ship the wrong way, 

leaving Þorkell “drukknaði þar ok allir þeir menn, er með honum váru” (ÍF V, 222 

[K.76], “drowned there and all of the men, who were with him”).  Not only are the men 

sacrificed to the sea, “Viðuna rak víða um eyjar” (ÍF V, 222 [K.76], “the timber drifted 

ashore on many islands”).  Because Þorkell Eyjólfsson has overstepped his boundaries, 
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both socially and materially, he will give up his life and his timber. Þorkell, a well-

respected man, loses his life to obtain the building wood, yet his insistence on recreating 

King Óláfr’s church renders him without life and the wood without use. After being 

washed ashore, “Fátt eina náðisk af kirkjuviðinum” (ÍF V, 223 [K.76], “only little of the 

church-timber was recovered”). When compared with Óláfr Hǫskuldsson’s successful 

journey, Þorkell’s disastrous undertaking seems to stress a narrative of moderation. 

Perhaps this narrative of moderation corresponds with an understanding that wood 

needs to be treated differently in later periods, and according to the resources available.   

Þorkell Eyjólfsson´s timber, like Óláfr Hǫskuldsson, is not rendered voiceless. 

Þorkell’s timber, however, tells a different sort of story, one with less grandeur. While 

Óláfr’s wooden constructions provide architectural support, decoration, and poems, 

Þorkell’s timber tells Guðrún of Þorkell’s fate. In addition, the washed-ashore timber 

gives name to Stafey, or “Staff Island.” Taxonomy becomes the main way in which this 

event persists in the Icelandic society and geography. While it may not warrant the 

admiration given to Húsdrápa and the carvings, Þorkell’s journey still must remain in 

the memory of the Icelandic people, through both text and place-name. The two 

episodes are similar in their beginnings, but end in very different ways. Both journeys, 

however, highlight the ability of wood to communicate past stories, events, and 

identities. A multitude of reasons could explain the discrepancy in outcomes, yet the 

connection established between material use, architecture, and Þorkell’s ego indicates 

that his journey may encourage moderation in the use and allocation of wood resources.  

Theodore M. Anderson has argued for the value of moderation and restraint in 

his article, “The Displacement of the Heroic Ideal in the Icelandic Family Saga.” In 

contrast with many studies lauding the heroic ideal as prowess in battle or political and 

legal smarts, Anderson holds, by evidence of events in the Íslendingasögur, “The 

highest values in this society are flexibility and moderation” (593). While this tenet of 

moderation has been applied to moral matters in the sagas, it has rarely been applied to 

the realm of resource use. The divergent fates of Þorkell Eyjolfsson and Oláfr 

Hǫskuldsson can be credited to more than just their use of wood and timber, yet the 

greed, or lack of it, in felling trees for construction certainly plays a part in their 

characterization. When considered in light of Anderson’s idea of moderation, Oláfr 

Hǫskuldsson and his efficient resource use emerges as clearly more heroic.  
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Anderson explains that the family sagas are ultimately socially centered, 

ultimately requiring, “conciliation and with the restoration of social balance” (593). The 

order seems inverted in the case of timber in Laxdæla saga, yet perhaps the balance lies 

in the ultimate wastefulness implicit when resources are too intensely exploited. Social 

equilibrium persists in the warning of Stafey, that if too much timber is taken, it will not 

be useful. In other words, it was advised to keep both conceit and need small enough to 

fit inside the feasibly constructible building.  

 Moderation appears in instances of wood use in other sagas as well. Admiration 

for wood shavings appear in the chivalric saga, Tristams saga ok Ísöndar, in which 

Tristam takes “vönd þá einn ok telgði fagra lokarspánu svá mikils hagleiks, at engi 

maðr hafði þess dæmi sét” (Norse Romance, 140 [K.54], “one twig and cuts wood-

shavings so fine from it that no man had seen (such fine shavings) before”). Tristam’s 

workmanship, namely his ability to cut wood so thin that they could “flutu á vatninu” 

warrants admiration (Norse Romance, 140 [K.54], “float on the water”). The wood 

shavings move from debris of tool creation to tools in and of themselves, as they alert 

Ísönde of Tristam’s desire to meet with her. The shavings are useful because they are 

thin enough to float, and the efficiency and skill involved in shaping them make them 

so. The saga congratulates Tristam’s craftsmanship, which is implicit in his ability to 

work wood efficiently and without waste.18  

These indications of moderations highlight ways in which traditional scholarly 

views of woodland have discounted the historical and personal implications of 

woodland use and access. Literary criticism of the Íslendingasögur, in particular, tends 

to straighten what was an irregular path of wood interaction and allocation in Iceland. 

Though the complicated textual histories of each saga do not permit a clear timeline of 

tree growth and resource interaction, they do indicate that wood and woodland had 

implications of social, political, and bodily identity, ones that extended even as 

deforestation became more severe. To avoid being reductive, a better conception of 

landscape interactions should be established. However, such a conception requires a 

careful synthesis of material evidence and historical sources. In the next chapter, I will 

discuss how disciplinary studies have been used in conjunction with one another in 

                                                
18 Several Íslendingasögur also congratulate craftmanship, often in conjunction with the presence of 
wood shavings. In both Kroka-Refs saga and Gísla saga, the thinness of shavings reveal that a master 
craftsman (either Kroka-Refr or Gísli) is nearby (ÍF XIV [K. 10], ÍF VI [K. 34]).  
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order to establish a material framework of native woodland and driftwood presence, as 

well as elaborate on how this material evidence can inform readings of the 

Íslendingasögur. 
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Chapter 4. Synthesizing Studies: Literature, Archaeology, and Science 

The story of woodland decline in Iceland requires information from many 

disciplines, yet each discipline’s unique findings need to be considered before placing 

such findings together. While interdisciplinary studies can be enlightening, they can 

also oversimplify the conclusions of other disciplinary studies. Various academic 

approaches to Icelandic forests have placed different amounts of faith in the reliability 

of the Íslendingasögur; these different amounts of faith have even changed over time 

within a single discipline. In the past, the archaeological and paleoenvironmental 

studies have looked to literary sources for information regarding past events. This 

information was often taken too liberally, without proper considerations of the nature, 

reliability, and complexity of each of these disciplines. Just as literary scholars can 

oversimplify the process of environmental degradation and deforestation, so too can 

scientific and archaeological scholars oversimplify the complex means of conveying 

‘fact’ and ‘fiction’ in literary works.  

In 1970, earth and atmospheric scientists Ian V. Ashwell and Edgar Jackson 

published an article, “The Sagas as Evidence of Early Deforestation in Iceland,” in 

which they use events from Laxdæla saga to make suppositions about Iceland’s early 

forest cover. While a noble attempt to synthesize the paleoenvironmental and literary 

spheres, the study makes several tenuous assertions concerning the “historic” nature of 

Íslendingasögur. Ashwell and Jackson’s arguments hinge on an idea of Íslendingasögur 

as factual; when this factual nature comes into question, so do their conclusions. 

Ashwell and Jackson cite the prominent Icelandic literary critic Sigurður Nordal, who 

argues, “No historical novelist of any age, however much of the events and doings of 

the character are invented, can afford to lose the credence of his reader by creating an 

inaccurate or an unlikely background” (Ashwell and Jackon 159). Swerving slightly 

from the main arguments of Sigurður Nordal, Ashwell and Jackson trust that “in 

descriptions of the physical and cultural landscape…the saga is likely to be correct” 

(161). They view such works as historical in their depictions of landscape, a view that is 

now being questioned in historical, archaeological, and environmental fields alike. 

Landscape depictions can be wrong, even in the seemingly historical and factual 

Íslendingasögur. 
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In their trust of the sagas’ depictions of geographical spaces, Ashwell and 

Jackson note narratives of decline in the Íslendingasögur, imagining the extent and 

degree at which the native forests dwindled, framing this decline with the various 

descriptions of woodland presence, type of wood used in constructing buildings, and 

other mentions land allotment (162-163). For example, Laxdæla saga contains an 

episode in which men and horses hide in a forest later harvested to build a house for 

Óláfr Hǫskuldsson. Ashwell and Jackson suppose that, since men were able to hide in 

the native woodland, the trees must have been “at least six feet, probably more” 

(Ashwell and Jackson 162). Also supporting this idea of tall forest is Óláfr’s later use of 

the wood, which since put towards house construction, indicates “a greater tree size 

than at present” (Ashwell and Jackson 163). Ashwell and Jackson pay particular 

attention to the mechanics of wood procurement and allotment in the sagas, yet extend 

these mechanics too freely into the landscape of settlement in Iceland. 

Such suppositions place great amounts of trust in the perceived historicity of the 

sagas, specifically information relayed at the beginning of Íslendingasögur. This 

historicity must be viewed in light of the family sagas’ probable composition time, the 

thirteenth century or later, hundreds of years after the events these family sagas 

describe. Vésteinn Ólason writes in his overview of “Family Sagas,” “the text presents 

the ideas and attitudes prevalent at the time of writing about a past that was in many 

ways different from that time” (102).  If the sagas tell of past events, centuries removed, 

the question then becomes: which historical truths are the texts conveying – those 

taking place during the events described in the sagas, or those taking place as the saga 

was being written and transcribed? 

However, Ashwell and Jackson’s suppositions play an important role in the 

ways landscape has been interpreted over time in Icelandic literature. Specifically 

important is their connection of past Icelandic landscape with present, which, though 

flawed in its trust of saga depictions, offers a window into the complex process of 

tracing a timeline of woodland and wood as resource over time. While their attribution 

of scientific accuracy and historical reliability of saga events may be ill-conceived, 

Ashwell and Jackson still represent a cog in the complex literary, environmental, and 

archaeological tracking of native woodland presence and disappearance in Iceland. 

Their faith in geographical portrayals indicates that for some readers of 
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Íslendingasögur, the forest did exist and may, in fact, have been taller during the time of 

settlement. Though later archaeological and paleoenvironmental studies may call these 

portrayals into question, it is important to remember the various ways that past 

landscapes are interpreted and re-interpreted, the ways that native woodland 

disappeared and re-appeared in the minds of readers.  

While Ashwell and Jackson ignore the possibility of landscape as generated to 

serve the course of the saga plots, Ian Wyatt argues against such implicit trust in the 

locative potential of landscapes in the sagas, using the narrative functions of landscape 

as evidence for such (2004a). Wyatt, however, flattens the role of forests as simply a 

means of concealment, neglecting to recognize the various roles that skógar played in 

providing fuel and building material (2001, 2004a, 2004b). Just as some scholars can 

present woodland in the Íslendingasögur as overly fictionalized, so too can scholars 

read too far into the historicity of descriptions of woodland.  

Archaeologists Orri Vésteinsson and Adolf Friðriksson (2003) criticize the 

tendency of archaeological excavations of landnám sites to rely too strongly on literary 

sources, namely Landnámabók. In their article, “Creating a Past: A Historiography of 

the Settlement of Iceland,” they explore the various scholarly examinations of “the 

initial discovery, occupation, and settlement of the North Atlantic islands” (2003: 140). 

They conclude that dependence on the literary source, Landnámabók, to reveal 

archaeological sites has impinged on “the development of meaningful new discourses or 

research designs which could add to our understanding of the settlement period” (Orri 

Vésteinsson and Adolf Friðriksson 2003: 141). Depending too strongly on literary 

accounts of settlement limits the archaeological excavations to simply confirmations or 

denials of such events, a limitation that does not allow for new theoretical explorations 

of material evidence.  

In addition to the limitations imposed by a dependence on literature, looking too 

strongly at written sources presents several problems: “it would be next to impossible to 

differentiate historical information (e.g. a primary settler called Þórðr really existed) 

from spurious or distorted evidence (e.g. Þórðr did not exist, but some of the deeds 

attributed to him were real events carried out by another person)” (Orri Vésteinsson and 

Adolf Friðriksson 2003: 141). Excavations looking to confirm or disprove events as 

portrayed in literary sources cannot even fulfill such goals, as evidence of a farmstead 
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where the text identified a farmstead does not ensure that all events as portrayed in a 

saga are true (or even false). Orri Vésteinsson and Adolf Friðriksson’s historiographical 

study highlights the problematic nature of moving too freely between disciplines, as 

well as the precautions that must be taken before labeling literary sources as “fact” or 

“fiction” (2003). 

Law codes offer a sort of bridge between ‘fact’ and ‘fiction’ debates, though 

certain stipulations must be taken when trying to infer wider social practices from these 

laws. Legal infrastructures placed limitations on how much and what type of wood 

individuals could use, yet they do not specify the degree to which such limitations were 

followed by these individuals. In her article concerning Old Icelandic family sagas, 

Carol Clover argues that medieval legal sources in Iceland are “notoriously 

problematic,” in that it is impossible to determine to what extent such laws are 

“descriptive” and to what extent they are “normative” (Clover and Lindow (eds.) 225). 

In other words, the inclusion of a law in a written source does not necessitate that such a 

law was followed by the general public. Legal sources are especially telling in regards 

to woodland management systems, though examinations of such sources must take into 

account what sorts of information can be inferred from the texts.19  

However, laws are still valuable in their own right. As archaeologist Dawn 

Mooney notes, written legal sources can form “a framework in which to situate the 

archaeological evidence for the utilisation of these resources” (Mooney 190). Laws can 

also be used in conjunction with events as portrayed in the Íslendingasögur. While 

putting the two types of written sources together must come with theoretical 

precautions, the combination of laws as portrayed in the sagas and laws as transmitted 

in texts such as Grágás has yielded fruitful studies by scholars such as Theodore M. 

Anderson and William Ian Miller.20 While literary and archaeological scholars can 

successfully draw information from other disciplines to supplement their own work, 

such information must be taken with proper stipulation. Law acts as an invaluable 

bridge between the two types of study, in that it carries stronger implications of actual 

                                                
19 Gudmund Sandvik and Jón Viðar Sigurðsson’s chapter on “Laws” in Blackwell’s Companion to Old 
Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture (Rory McTurk (ed.) pp. 223-244) contains a more thorough 
discussion of the transmission, types, and sources of legal codes.  
 
20 See Law and Literature in Medieval Iceland : Ljósvetninga saga and Valla-Ljóts saga by William Ian 
Miller and Theodore M. Anderson for just one example of combining literary and legal studies.  
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incidents occurring in the past, but still provides information regarding social and 

political atmospheres of the time.  

Though “law codes are not on their own sufficient as evidence of the actual state 

of affairs,” law can show “what the legislator wanted when the law was enacted” 

(Gunnar Karlsson 360). Legal codes encapsulate some sort of desire, be that desire one 

of the general people, the governing body, or simply the lawmaker. The desire to 

formally allocate woodland implies that such allocation may have caused dispute in the 

past, or, at the very least, could cause dispute in the future. Whether or not these laws 

came into being as direct reactions to specific incidents, laws nonetheless frame the 

sorts of issues “perceived to be a threat to their resources,” as well as “penalties 

considered to be just” in relation to the severity of the crime (Mooney 208). The very 

presence of regulation and punishments for overexploiting woodland indicates that 

wood was a valuable resource, one worthy of sparking debate.  

Stipulations regulating ownership and exploitation of driftwood and native 

woodland provide evidence of the importance of the issue in settlement and 

Commonwealth Iceland. The frequent appearance of woodland in the “Landbrigðaþáttr” 

section of Grágás demonstrates, first and foremost, that it was a “resource of prime 

importance” (Mooney 205). These law codes, as presented in Grágás indicate the 

severity of encroaching on another individual’s right to woodland and driftwood. For 

example, a law code in Grágás specifies, “ef maðr leynir merki eða villir merke eða 

førir landz merke eða scógar eða engia merki varðar þat fiorbavgs” (K.175, 82, “if a 

man changes the boundary marks or falsifies boundary marks or moves boundary marks 

or woodland or meadowland boundary marks, that is lesser outlawry”).21 The 

boundaries of such property are important enough to warrant a lesser outlawry charge if 

questioned. Thus, ownership not only protects the area of land, but the amount of 

resources contained within it.  

Grágás also lays down rules for collecting and using driftwood. Similar to 

native woodland, the explicit rights individuals had over driftwood on their land 

indicate the prime importance of driftwood in the settlement and Commonwealth 

periods in Iceland. An individual had the right to the wood that drifted to his shore, but 

                                                
21 No normalized edition of Grágás could be accessed or located at the time of this dissertation, so all Old 
Icelandic quotes are presented in the diplomatic form, as contained in Vilhjálmur Finsen’s 1974 edition of 
Grágás.	  
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in order to claim this wood, a man had to “marca þan viðar marke sino” (K.209, 123, 

“mark (the wood) with his wood-mark”). If someone oversteps his driftage rights and 

takes a piece or pieces of wood longer than three ells, then the judgment goes to the 

rightful owner of the driftwood (K.210, 124).  Though legal codes do allow men whose 

boats break down to use driftwood to repair them (K.210), the stipulations of how to 

claim driftwood and the punishments for taking another’s driftwood illustrate the high 

value and prime importance placed on driftwood during the imposition and composition 

of these laws.  

Unlike driftwood, the harvesting of native woodland requires explicit attention 

to the practices of preceding seasons. If a warden occupies land containing a forest, 

“scal sva neyta sem aðr” (K.172, 79, “(it) shall be used as before”). This stipulation not 

only applies to the harvesting of wood resources, but to the purpose to which they are 

put: “ellda þar viðe er aðr var viðe eldt oc hafa til husa oc cola at dengia liá vip. oc bøta 

bus boluti” (K.172, 79, “burn the wood that was previously used for burning, and have 

it for buildings (where it was used for buildings) and for charcoal and to sharpen 

scythes and to mend household implements”). If an individual rents land, then he has 

the right to use “viðe at ellda ef aðr var viðe ellt et næsta” (K.220, 137, “wood for 

burning if the wood was burnt in the previous season”). The reference to previous 

season’s resource yield implies a desired continuity of resource use, as it confines the 

exploitable area and attempts to prevent such exploitation from exceeding that of the 

previous year.  

Laws regarding woodland not only confine its use, they also caution against 

taking too much of this resource. Neighbors play a key role in determining the proper 

allocation of woodland in the case of excessive damage: “ef scogar er meir neytt en sva 

oc eigo bvar at virþa þat oc alt þat er spilltz hefir landit af hans raðom (K.172, 79, “if 

woodland is used more, then neighbors should value it and all the damage the land has 

suffered from his acts”). And, if two men shared an area of woodland and one deemed 

the other too indulgent in taking wood from it, “Bvar scolo scipta scógi sva at þeir scolo 

rioðr deila þeim er meir hevir neytt scógar” (K.199, 109, “Neighbors shall divide (it) so 

that they assign clearing to him who has used more of the woodland”).	  The role of the 

neighbor in woodland disputes indicates the social nature of wood and woodland 

allocation, as well as the widespread implications of unchecked environmental 
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exploitation. Neighbors were expected to notice and value the removal of wood 

resources.  

Disputes over woodland rights in sagas such as Eyrbyggja saga and Brennu-

Njáls saga provide even further evidence for such woodland management tactics via 

controlled access to native wood resources (ÍF IV [K.90], ÍF XII [K.12]). Such 

woodland management systems are implied in the legal dispute over Krákunes between 

Snorri goði and Þórólfr bægifótr as chronicled in the literary source, Eyrbyggja saga. In 

exchange for bringing suit against his son Arnkell, Þórólfr bægifótr offers Snorri goði 

the valuable Krákunes wood, saying “at þú vill eiga Krákunes ok skóginn með, er mest 

gersemi er hér í sveit” ” (ÍF IV, 85 [K.31] “that you want to own Krákunes and the 

forest with (it), which is most treasured here in the district”). “Snorri þóttisk mjǫk þurfa 

skóginn,” so he agrees to start legal proceedings against Arnkell and takes care to 

“handsǫlum á landinu” in exchange for pressing charges against Þórólfr´s son, Arnkell 

(” (ÍF IV, 85 [K.31] “Snorri thought himself to want the forest a lot,” “charge over the 

land”). Both land and power are given through the exchange, through Snorri’s 

acknowledgment of the value of the land, and his great ‘need’ or ‘want’ (þurft) for it. 

The land is specifically valuable for the skógar it holds, and the exchange 

indicates the importance and power relations implicit in the ownership of native 

woodland. Even after this transaction, Krákunes continues to be an area of debate. After 

Snorri goði presses charges against Arnkell, he “lét nú vinna Krákunesskóg ok mikit 

gera um skógarhǫggit” ” (ÍF IV, 90 [K.33] “began to work Krákunes forest and did a lot 

of clearing in the forest”). These felling activities anger Þórólfr bægifótr who decides 

that Snorri’s felling is excessive and “spillask skógrinn” (ÍF IV, 90 [K.33] “wastes the 

forest”). Þórólfr bægifótr rides to Krákunes and confronts Snorri for his crimes. Carl 

Phelpstead calls Þórólfr’s objection “environmental activism,” yet admits that the 

notoriously mischievous Þórólfr might only be “(partly) motivated by a concern for 

their future…as much as by mere greed” (6). The conflict is a bit more clear-cut than 

even Phelpstead allows, especially when taken in context with Þórólfr bægifótr’s bad 

temper and penchant for injustice.  

Þórólfr bægifótr later denies making an agreement with Snorri goði, this time to 

coax his son, Arnkell, into supporting him. The change of allegiance makes Þórólfr 

seem insincere. When he returns home, he “unir stórilla sínum hlut” and “mælti við 
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engan mann” (ÍF IV, 91 [K.33] “dissatisfied with his lot,” “spoke with no man”). 

Þórólfr reacts poorly to the exchange, indicating that his cause is not nobly carried out. 

While Snorri’s felling activity may have been depicted as great, Þórólfr bægifótr’s fate 

implies that a legal system exists to protect and manage the woodland properly. 

‘Environmental activism,’ it seems, must be carried out within the politically and 

legally sanctioned realms. This implies that preservation and management systems were 

valued enough to be instituted on a formal and organized level. Þórólfr bægifótr and 

Snorri’s dispute also demonstrates the various ways that access to woodland influenced 

and was influenced by social, political, and legal power relations.  

  Laws limiting driftwood and native woodland access appear in both legal text 

and family saga alike. Such laws are telling in both sources. In her doctoral dissertation 

treating wood and woodland use in Viking Age and medieval Iceland, archaeologist 

Dawn Mooney applies the presence of wood allocation laws towards refuting the 

traditional and widespread idea of environmental degradation in Iceland: “The existence 

of these laws from such an early point in the history of Iceland, and the fact that they 

are likely to represent practices that were enacted earlier, before being enshrined in law, 

could be seen to contradict one of the greatest assumptions in the history of 

environmental research in Iceland.” (Mooney 234). This “greatest assumption” relates 

to Hardin’s idea of “tragedy of the commons,” and envisions early Icelanders falling 

into environmental degradation unknowingly and without any attempts to mitigate this 

decline (Hardin 1968; Mooney 233-234; Simpson et al., 2001). Literary citation of 

forest as ‘Golden Age’ trope or following a simple narrative of decline falls into this 

idea of early environmental degradation in Iceland stemming from a ‘tragedy of the 

commons.’ Recent archaeological and paleoenvironmental work has questioned this 

perception of early Icelanders sliding unknowingly and without response into a treeless 

and eroded land, namely by exploring the nuances of deforestation and the 

identification of woodland management systems.  
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Chapter 5. Deforestation and Woodland Management, Other Evidence 

To further complicate forest as ‘Golden Age’ trope, this deforestation process or 

‘narrative of decline,’ in many cases, has been over-simplified. Literary critics have 

cited paleoenvironmental studies in which Icelandic woodland drastically and uniformly 

declines during the settlement age, drawing such a narrative of decline from specific 

paleoenvironmental studies (Abram 2015, Clunies Ross 1994, Wyatt 2001). However, 

these critics rarely acknowledge both the nuances of this process and the steps taken to 

mitigate environmental degradation. In his literary study, Chris Abram cites Ian 

Ashwell and Edgar Jackson (1970) to convey woodland decline in Iceland. Ashwell and 

Jackson’s article that holds most of Iceland’s deforestation took place between A.D. 880 

and 1200 (Abram 2). Ashwell and Jackson’s study also identifies initial human 

settlement of the island as the main perpetrator of this decline (Ashwell and Jackson, 

165; Abram 2). Abram further supports this notion of woodland decline by noting, 

“subsequent research has tended to support this hypothesis,” specifically nodding 

towards studies conducted by Hörður Kristinsson in 1995, Smith in 1995, and Amorosi 

et al. in 1997 (Abram 2). These studies do substantiate Ashwell and Jackson (1970) and 

point towards a dramatic, steep decline in flora following human settlement, yet more 

recent studies indicate a slightly more complex timeline of woodland decline.  

Paleoenvironmental studies tend to spotlight settlement and ignorance of 

Icelandic flora’s sensitive nature as the main culprits of environmental degradation. 

Amorosi et al. (1997) specifically points to irresponsible farming and grazing practices. 

The report calls grazing animals and their effect on the subarctic Icelandic landscape “a 

landnám package,” a nod to the harmful feedback mechanisms that began with a desire 

to create land suitable for farming and livestock grazing, and end with near disastrous 

effects on the regional flora (Amorosi et al., 1997: 501). Dramatic deforestation did 

occur during this time period as a result of land clearing and grazing. However, this 

model of deforestation simplifies what was a geographically and temporally nuanced 

process.  

The idea of dramatic woodland decline occurring in the first few centuries’ of 

settlement stems mainly from paleoenvironmental scientist Margret Hallsdóttir’s study 

in the southwest of Iceland in 1987. Widely cited amongst paleoenvironmentalists and 

archaeologists alike, Margret Hallsdóttir’s study seems to have become a template for 
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deforestation for other regions, as well as a backdrop against which many other studies 

begin to assign blame for deforestation and soil degradation rather than accounting for 

the specifics of each process in each region. Hallsdóttir (1987) traces a timeline of birch 

forest presence, which, upon human contact, experiences a rapid decline after 870 AD 

and, in some places, birch forests reach critical levels by 920 AD (132). Subsequently, 

however, studies in other regions of Iceland have challenged this “rapid deforestation” 

model, as these later examinations show a less dramatic decline in native woodland in 

the first two centuries following settlement.  

Lawson et al. (2007) offers just one example of a paleoenvironmental study 

demonstrating more regional variation in woodland decline. The study ultimately finds 

the presence of birch residue in charcoal pits at Hofstaðir and Sveigakot as indicative 

that, even hundreds of years after settlement, “there was still enough birch left in the 

landscape for it to be used as firewood” (Lawson et al., 2007: 11). This model of more 

gradual deforestation agrees with other studies, such as those conducted at 

Reykholtsdalur (Smith 1995) and Eyjafjallasveit (Dugmore et al., 2006), though it also 

contrasts with other sites in which “the birch pollen decline is rapid, taking place in less 

than a century” (Lawson et al., 2007: 11). Lawson et al. (2007) ultimately complicates 

the model of rapid deforestation put forth by Hallsdóttir (1987), and even suggests that 

woodland could have been actively preserved at both Sveigakot and Hofstaðir.  

There may be several reasons for the varied results of Hallsdóttir (1987) and 

Lawson et al. (2007). For one, the two studies were conducted at different locations in 

Iceland. Despite the general picture of native forests dwindling equally throughout all of 

Iceland, this geographic diversity would be expected, especially given that not all areas 

were settled at the same time or at the same intensity. Differences between the two 

studies could have also resulted from the specific aspects of sample collection, namely 

distance of the pollen core from a settlement farm, the catchment area of the body of 

water from which the pollen core is taken, and the landscape’s pre-settlement vegetation 

cover (Trbojevic, Mooney, Bell, 2011: 30). A pollen core taken closer to a farmstead 

would presumably show different floral changes than one taken a greater distance from 

the farmstead. Similarly, a pollen core sample taken from a larger catchment area might 

show different results than one taken from a smaller one. Such variations in 

palynological study methods muddy the neat picture of forest decline, a picture literary 
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critics tend to take for granted. Over time, the study of native woodland in Iceland has 

become increasingly more sensitive to temporal and geographic variation, as well as the 

woodland management tactics settlers were using to regulate the use of native forests. 

Inhabitants of Iceland during the settlement period had reasons to both conserve and cut 

down native woodland in order to build social, agricultural, and architectural structures. 

On the one hand, inhabitants of Iceland had many reasons to conserve 

woodlands and carefully allocate driftwood rights. Birch charcoal permitted crucial 

activities to take place, such as heating, cooking, and metalworking. Birch wood also 

supplied fodder and materials by which to construct farming tools and building 

materials (Vickers et al., 2011: 14). On the other hand, settlers had many reasons to fell 

trees, an important one being the need to produce arable farmland. Burning and cutting 

acted as the main tools for deforestation, and allowed for the cultivation of crops such 

as hay and the grazing of domestic animals such as cows, sheep, and goats (Vickers et 

al., 2011: 13). Deforestation did not end at the boundaries of farmsteads: goats would 

rip bark from dwarf birches, pigs would tear into plant roots, and horses, cattle, and 

sheep would graze so intensely that forests would not be able to regenerate without 

sufficient time and nutrients (Amorosi et al., 1997: 499). 

There was certainly a demand for the destruction of native woodland. Still, 

archaeological and paleoenvironmental studies point to charcoal evidence and 

continued birch pollen as indicative of varying timelines of forest presence in Iceland. 

Rather than a simple narrative of excessive exploitation, harvesting and allocating 

woodland demanded “a successful balance to be struck between a) demand for wood for 

fuel, roofing and furnishings, and boat-building and charcoal production for 

metalworking and b) supply of timber in marginal environments” (Church et al., 2007: 

659). Both despite and in light of high native woodland demands, woodland 

management systems seem to be implemented in the late Viking Age period and 

continuing into the medieval period.  

While some paleoenvironmental studies show a dramatic decline in birch pollen 

after settlement in Iceland, others have moved their attention to evidence for woodland 

management systems. Rather than identifying a narrative of decline in the scientific 

evidence, they look for ways that Icelanders responded to dwindling resources. The 

findings of Church et al. (2007) Dugmore et al., (2007), Lawson et al., (2007), Simpson 
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et al., (2001), and Vickers et al., (2011) all offer evidence for woodland management 

systems, and question the traditional narrative of early Icelanders’ unmitigated and 

unrealized slide into environmental degradation.22 In identifying ways in which reduced 

woodland was addressed, these studies have opened means of exploring the relationship 

between resource access and political sway.  

Archaeological excavations of charcoal pits and wood type sourcing have 

opened up more discussion concerning the relationship between woodland and 

driftwood allocation and social status. The findings of Simpson et al. (2003) focused on 

the contents of two charcoal pits in Sveigakot and Hofstaðir in the Mývatn valley, using 

soil micromorphological analysis to identify the type of fuel being used over time at 

each site. The two sites date to the settlement period, with Sveigakot probably occupied 

slightly earlier than Hofstaðir. The burning of willow and cow dung at Sveigakot may 

have resulted from a scarcity in fuel resources due to both political and environmental 

factors, especially since Sveigakot contained much less peat residue despite its 

proximity to a source of peat. Peat is one of the more efficient fuel sources, meaning 

that its allocation, like birch, may have more highly regulated and saved for higher 

status farms such as Hofstaðir  (Mooney 182).  

While Hofstaðir’s fuel residue shows greater access to birch and peat resources, 

charcoal pits at the site still show that different types and ages of wood were being used 

over time. Such a varied fuel type preference adds to the case for woodland 

management during this time, as regulation could contribute to varying fuel type use 

and access over time (Simpson et al., 2003: 1414). Explorations at Hofstaðir and 

Sveigakot indicate that sources of fuel were utilized to different degrees at different 

points in time, possibly in relation to the changing availability of native woodland, peat 

sources, and driftwood (Orri Vésteinsson and Ian Simpson 2004: 181). Above all, the 

comparison of fuel type at Hofstaðir and Sveigakot indicates that Hofstaðir was a higher 

status farm, with greater access to native woodland. 

 Dawn Mooney, in her doctoral dissertation, presents another comment on the 

social implications of fuel type, as shown by the Sveigakot, Hofstaðir, and Vatnsfjörður 

sites, though her comparison rests mostly on fuel use at Sveigakot and Vatnsfjörður 

                                                
22 Hicks et al., (2014) also questions this environemtnal degradation narrative, though in regard to the 
management of waterfowl at Lake Mývatn in Iceland.  
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(Mooney 34). While Simpson et al. (2003) used indications of dung and other fuel types 

at Sveigakot as indications of a lower status, more marginal farmstead during the 

Viking Age, Mooney studies only the charcoal fuel residues and wood type to make a 

similar assertion (Mooney 36). Most wood identification had been carried out through 

soil micromorphological analysis, but Mooney takes another approach to analyzing 

wood and timber sourcing in both the Viking Age and the Medieval periods. Her 

dissertation involves identifying the source of the wood through wood anatomical 

analysis, a process by which cell structure is examined in order to indicate the family, 

subfamily, or species of tree from which the archaeological material stems (Mooney 

47). This method provides a low-cost means of determining the type of wood being 

used, whether the wood is preserved via waterlogging, carbonization, or mineralization 

(Mooney 57).  

 Due to Iceland’s low species diversity and relatively low number of varying 

native species of trees, identifying the source region of wood type is a relatively 

straightforward process (Mooney 65). If the wood is birch, willow, poplar, juniper, or 

rowan, it is probably native wood, grown in Iceland. If the wood is of conifer taxa, then 

it probably arrived in Iceland via currents from North America or Siberia, as reka, or 

‘driftwood’ (Mooney 67). If the wood is of a species common to, native to, or often 

used in Europe, then it may have been imported (Mooney 71). Since some species of 

wood coming as driftwood from North America could be mistaken for imported wood, 

this method does contain some gray areas in designating wood source (Mooney 67). Yet 

this is a relatively small percentage of wood and would therefore have a small impact 

on the larger data set (Mooney 71). 

Compared to the carbonized wood remains of a Viking Age charcoal pit at 

Vatnsfjörður, the Sveigakot charcoal pit shows much more variation in the type of wood 

being burned, even using driftwood and imported wood at some points (Mooney 72). 

Charcoal pits at Vatnsfjörður, on the other hand, show that about 98% of the wood 

being burned was birch wood, the most efficient fuel type (Mooney 138). The higher 

percentage of carbonized driftwood remains in the charcoal pit at Sveigakot is 

unexpected given that Sveigakot is located more inland than the coastal Vatnsfjörður 

(Mooney 134). However, the social implications presented by Simpson et al. (2003) can 

offer an explanation for the disparity of wood fuel type: the lower status of the 
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Sveigakot farmstead would limit its access to valuable native woodland (Mooney 223). 

The relationship between woodland management, in terms of reducing access to native 

resources, and social status allows for wood resource type to give indications of the 

larger political, economic, and environmental networks within which a certain 

farmstead was operating, as well as the amount of power such a farmstead may have 

held.  

Woodland management systems could also rely on practices such as coppicing. 

A study of Markarfljót charcoal pits in Eyjafjallahreppur found remains of burnt birch 

roundwood with distinct indications of careful harvesting practices (Church et al., 2007, 

663).  The birch roundwood tended to have pieces of bark attached, and some larger 

groups of birch roundwood even contained birch leaf buds (Church et al., 2007: 663). 

Given some of the buds were beginning to leaf and the bark and buds were still well 

preserved, the birch was probably burned shortly after it was taken from the tree; this 

short period between harvesting and burning allows for carbon-14 dating, as the wood 

being burned cannot be “old wood” and is expected to give fairly accurate dates.23 

Those who burned wood in the charcoal pits presumably stripped branches from larger 

trees and shrubs in the late spring and early summer, and took such branches from a 

variety of ages and sizes of roundwood plants (Church et al., 2007: 659).  

 Disarticulation scars on the larger pieces of wood are characteristic of coppicing 

– a woodland management practice in which branches are taken from a tree rather than 

chopping the entire tree down (Church et al., 2007: 667). These scars imply that some 

woodland was set aside for fuel purposes, and those who took fuel resources from it 

made active efforts to ensure the continued availability of such. In light of legal and 

literary descriptions of management systems, this paleoenvironmental evidence for 

coppicing offers strong evidence that attempts were made to mitigate environmental 

degradation. Rather than chopping the entire tree down, it seems that wood-gatherers in 

Eyjafjallahreppur were looking to ensure that the tree could provide fuel and other 

resources in the future.  

                                                
23 A study by Árný E. Sveinbjörnsdóttir, Jan Heinemeier, Garðar Guðmundsson in 2004 suggests that 
barley should be used in carbon-14 dating rather than wood, as settlers often used old wood in burning 
practices. This tendency skews data, and carbon-14 data results in dates significantly before dates 
suggested by carbon-14 dating of barley, as well as tephrochronological tests. In the case of Church et al., 
(2007) however, the wood was burned soon after harvesting, making carbon-14 dating a trustworthy 
means of determining when the wood would have been harvested, burned, and made use of.  
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Dawn Mooney acknowledges this probable coppicing practice in her doctoral 

dissertation, yet she presents a possible downfall of this wood management method 

(Mooney 41). Birch trees would have the most sap in late spring and early summer, so 

removing branches during this time would cause the birch trees to lose quite a bit of sap 

(Mooney 42). Weakened by this loss of sap, birch trees would be more susceptible to 

environmental degradation such as climate change and erosion (Mooney 43). Not only 

does this research into charcoal pits give information about woodland management, it 

shows that in some cases, woodland management regulations may have done the forests 

more harm than good. Still, the scars on the young branches offer another dimension of 

woodland and wood use – namely, how the settlers recognized and reacted to the 

dwindling forests. Rather than a simple helpless slide into a treeless land, it seems they 

took legal and practical action to preserve the native source of fuel, tools, and timber.  

These legal and practical actions were largely successful in some areas. Like 

Lawson et al. (2007), Vickers et al. (2011) points to potential woodland management 

practices, as it confirms the lasting presence of a forest in the Stóra-Mörk in Eyjafjöll. 

The study consists of a paleoenvironmental inquiry into the environmental conditions in 

southern Iceland from 500 to 1500 AD (Vickers et al., 2011: 3). Unlike the many other 

Viking Age settlements in the Eyjafjöll region, Stóra-Mörk was continuously occupied 

for centuries after settlement, even up until the last century (Vickers et al., 2011: 3). 

While palynological studies at Mosfell in Grímsnes, Lágafell in Landeyjar and 

Þrándarholt in Hreppar show an increase in birch pollen after 871 and significant 

decrease in 920, Stóra-Mörk’s pollen records reflect a much less dramatic decrease in 

birch pollen between 871 and 920 (and this general decrease corresponds with a general 

decline in vegetation) (Vickers et al., 2011: 3, 12; Hallsdóttir 1987; Påhlsson 1981). 

The charcoal pits at Stóra-Mörk even show increasing amounts of charcoal in the soil 

over time, which points to either increased domestic activity or charcoal production at 

the site (Vickers et al., 2011: 12). Data indicates that the permanent settlement of Stóra-

Mörk may have occurred relatively late, in the eleventh century, though there are some 

indications of human presence before this time.  

Rather than a simple dramatic deforestation event, Stóra-Mörk shows a more 

prolonged birch presence and a varied intensity of charcoal use at the site, possibly in 

response to changing environmental conditions (Vickers et al., 2011). The presence of 
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birch woodland at Stóra-Mörk could reflect woodland management systems, as nearby 

farms may have ben allowed restricted access to this woodland, and would not have 

been able to build permanent residences there (Vickers et al., 2011: 12-14). Whatever 

the reason for its long-lasting forests, Stóra-Mörk contributes another insight into a 

much-debated issue; that is, the degree to which Iceland was forested at the time of 

settlement, and the degree at which these forests declined after settlement. The presence 

of fairly steady birch pollen contrasts with other palynological studies that show a 

decrease in birch spores after settlement, even challenging the model of immediate and 

island-encompassing forest decline soon after settlement. The presence of unsettled 

woodland might even provide evidence for woodland management systems, that some 

areas were preserved in order to ensure fuel and timber access in the future.  

Multiple sites of paleoenvironmental and archaeological studies also show more 

varied patterns of tree growth. For example, land use at sites such as Þórsmörk and 

Þjórsárdalur suggest that surviving woodland was protected just as trees become a 

limited resource in nearby lowlands (Dugmore et al., 2007: 8). The combination of 

resource degradation and land use changes provides insight into land and resource 

management regulations during the Viking Age in Iceland. Practices such as coppicing 

and unsettled native woodland point to woodland management systems, conscious 

attempts to mitigate the amount of environmental degradation. In turn, these woodland 

management systems contain their own biographical implications, as the amount of 

access to native woodland and driftwood reflects the amount of social, political, and 

economic power possessed by an individual or farmstead. 
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Conclusion 

As discussed in the previous chapter, paleoenvironmental and archaeological 

studies have argued against the model of immediate, dramatic, and uniform 

deforestation in Iceland following settlement. Instead, these recent studies posit a more 

geographically and temporally sensitive model of woodland decline (Dugmore et al., 

2006; Lawson et al., 2007; Smith, 1995). Considering the ways woodland was managed 

and allocated calls to mind the complexity of wood and woodland interaction in 

medieval Iceland, and highlights that even as the forests dwindled, daily wood and 

woodland interactions continued. While trees may have dwindled in Iceland, wood 

resources continued to be used in both daily and ritual lives. Icelanders in the 

settlement, Commonwealth, and later periods surely had tools, boats, and structures 

made of wood.  

The simplified paleoenvironmental model of woodland decline has extended 

into the sphere of literary criticism (Abram, 2015; Clunies Ross, 1994; Wyatt 2001). 

Many literary critics view native Icelandic woodland as ‘Golden Age’ trope, a figment 

of a later Icelandic imagination and an attempt to glorify the past in light of current 

political troubles. Given the probable composition time of the texts, it does make sense 

to juxtapose past, independent, resource-abundant Iceland with the politically 

tumultuous and Norwegian-ruled Iceland in the thirteenth century. However, the idea of 

forests as ‘Golden Age’ trope does not adequately address the forests that were actively 

preserved via legal and agricultural methods. Archaeological, paleoenvironmental, and 

legal evidence all point to actively practiced woodland management systems (Church et 

al., 2007; Dugmore et al., 2007; Lawson et al., 2007; Simpson et al., 2001; Vickers et 

al., 2011). Even some instances in the Íslendingasögur indicate that moderation and 

efficiency in the use of wood resources were encouraged and admired.  

Paying attention to woodland management systems allows an awareness to the 

social implications of resource access and allocation. As seen in the archaeological 

record, higher status farms tend to have better access to the well-burning native birch 

woodland in Iceland. As Dawn Mooney notes, social status of a farm is perhaps best 

reflected in the type of wood remains present in its charcoal pits (Mooney 2013). Such 

charcoal pits are present at almost every site, rendering sites comparable to one another. 

Assessing the status of a farm based on wood and woodland access is fascinating in and 
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of itself, but can ignore the two-sided interaction that goes into such allocation. Social 

status influences woodland access, but woodland access also influences social status.  

The complications of these interaction are best explored through 

phenomological theory, which argues for a system of influence that flows in two 

directions; just as conceptions of self are affected by landscape, so the landscape 

perceived is affected by that self. Ǫnundr tréfótr and Þórir viðleggr both offer glimpses 

into the various ways that wood and woodland interact with conceptions of the self, as 

this self moves through various social and geographical spaces. Especially when 

compared with maimed-leg characters such as Grettir Asmundson and Þórólfr bægifótr, 

Ǫnundr tréfótr and Þórir viðleggr indicate that wood resources are reminders of 

boundaries, both legal and environmental, and provide a “rite of passage” of sorts, as 

characters move from one land to the next. Ǫnundr tréfótr moves from Norway to 

Iceland, and must navigate new social and geographical spaces with a new, organic 

prosthetic. In the case of Þórir viðleggr, his wooden leg gives him a better 

understanding of legal and social protocol, even as he goes from the land of the living to 

the land of the dead.These characters also make use of various wooden tools, which can 

reflect the social status of the characters they are used by and the characters against 

which they are used. As characters enter new and must map their way through new 

spaces, they call on trees and their raw material in order to do so.  

Forest as ‘Golden Age’ trope both oversimplifies the complicated process of 

woodland decline and overshadows these important and telling material interactions. 

Even if woodland dwindled, trees and timber still remained important facets in daily 

and ritual lives. While it is difficult to establish a constant and traceable narrative of 

wood and woodland use in Iceland, paying attention to these resources is an essential 

part of understanding the processes of past Icelandic life and literature.  

By bringing wood resources to the forefront of my study, I hope to reassert their 

importance in landscape studies. Examining trees and their raw material allows for a 

more cohesive and nuanced recognition of the various functions landscape played 

within the Íslendingasögur, and even in the composition of these sagas. Ultimately, the 

decayed and decaying aspects of vegetation and woodland underscore the nuances that 

must be addressed when considering the past. Examining wood and woodland and 

recognizing its role in symbolizing “life, death, and rebirth” reveals the dimensional, 
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complex, and, most of all, telling nature of past potentialities (Bintley 17; Aldred 2014: 

183). Looking at the implications of wooden tools in the Íslendingasögur allows trees to 

speak, and maybe even come back to life.  
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